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Weekend Forecast:

ACCENT

Friday: Dry and cold,
high in tha 40s.

Family affair

Saturday: Partly cloudy,
high in tha 40s.

Single mother gives birth,
faces parenting alone
Page B-1

Sunday: Showars, high
in tha 40s.

Of Mice and Men' Racing Colonels
Sinise reaps winner
with Steinbeck classic
Page B-2

Eastern sw#eeps OVC
cross country titles
Page B-6
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The 1992 vote

Popular vote
■Clinton 43%
43.124,690

■Bush 38%
37,595,235

Perot 14%
18,970,354

Electoral votes
Clinton 370
Bush 168
U.S. President
Madison Co. EKUCampus State/district
123

8719

Clinton (D)

41%

34%

Bush (R)

614,840

45%

40%
8005

15%

Perot (I)

3038

662,587

14%

17%

203,261

61

U.S. Senate
Ford (D)

60%
10,976

Williams (R)

38%
6914

226

834,678

30%

36%

98

477,002

6th Congressional district
Baesler (D)
Ellinger (R)

64%1

164%

Bush wins
county but
Clinton takes
state, nation
By Mike Royer
Graphics editor

1992

For only the third
time in the last 72
years, Madison
County has sided
with the loser in a
presidential election. On Tuesday incumbent president and Republican
candidate George Bush carried Madison County by over 700 votes, but lost
Kentucky's state-wide popular ballot.
The official numbers gave Bush
8.719 votes and 43.8 percent of Maturity 's votes to Clinton's 8,005
and 40.4 percent. Independent candidate Ross Perot garnered 3,038 votes
and 15.2 percent.
The other times Madison County
voted for a losing candidate was in
1952 when Adlai Stevenson beat
Dwight Eisenhower in the county and
in 1960 when the County chose Richard Nixon over John F. Kennedy.
The campus precinct located at the
Progress photo fry BOBK ]0 SHIELDS
Baptist Student Union differed with
the county and showed support for Maria Laws, a senior occupational therapy major from Knoxvllle,
See ELECTION, Page A4 casts her ballot Tuesday at the BSU.

Campus turn-out 'unreal'
By Joe Castle

The

208

135,545

News editor

35%

36%

39%

Campus residents turned out to
vote in numbers described as "unreal"
by county election
officials Tuesday, keeping election
officials on the job at the Baptist Student Union precinct well beyond the 6
p.m closing time.
According to figures for Madison
County, 366 people participated in the
electoral process on campus.
However, voter participation was
substantially lower than it was four

117

87,809

81st district State Representative
Moberly (D)
58%J
I64%>
6,737

IVletcalf (R)

Clinton wins nation

11.808
6,486

42%
4,818

204

36%
118
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6 4 If was supposed to have been one of the biggest
turn-outs the BSU has ever had.
99
—Mark McCoy
yean ago, when 507 students voted at
the BSU when George Bush defeated
Michael Dukakis.
Students were lined up outside the
building for most of the day, waiting
for the chance to cast their ballots for
three national races, as well as several
state and local offices and three state
constitutional amendments.

Campus precinct election officer
Mark McCoy said he had heard participation Tuesday was among the best
ever.
"It was supposed to have been one
of the biggest turn-outs the Baptist
Student Union has ever had," McCoy
See VOTERS, Page M
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Impeachments
still pending

Senators facing impeachment
Demarcus Dawson
Jill James
Celeste Vachon
LkJdel Vaughn
Brian Wertzler

Applied Arts and Technology
At large
Natural/Mathematical Sciences
Law Enforcement
Arts and Humanities

By Joe Castle
News editor

Several student senators have been
notified by senate and student, court
officials that they are in danger of
being impeached due to poor attendance at senate meetings.
Student court chief justice Dennie
Galloway, who will be in chargeof the
actual impeachment proceedings, said
he signed five letters notifying the
senators who have at least two
unexcused absences and mailed them
out last week, giving the senators an

opportunity to appeal.
Senators who received letters are
Demarcus Dawson, Jill James, Celeste
Vachon, Liddel Vaughn and Brian
Wertzler, according to senate president Julie Neuroth.
"They have a chance to speak before the senate at the Nov. 10 meeting
and try to explain their situation."
Galloway said. "I'll be there, and that
will be their best chance to contest the
impeachment."
Senator receiving letters can do
one of three things. Galloway said:

resign from the senate, try to explain
their absences or be impeached.
"As soon as we are contacted by
each person regarding what they want
to do, impeachment proceedings will
begin immediately," Galloway said.
Galloway said the senate and the
court went into the entire impeachment processculminating in individual
hearings for each senator.
"We went at this with a schedule
of a couple of months," Galloway
said, "and it was done that way on
purpose."

Hepatitis B often
overlooked as STD
mother to child during birth.
Although there is no cure for this
deadly disease, it is the only sexuallyFourteen people died today and transmitted disease known to be pre300,000 people will be infected this ventable by a vaccine.
Hepatitis B attacks the liver and
year by the same disease. 100,000 of
those infected will be college-aged can be either mild or chronic.
Symptoms include fever, muscle
young adults.
This sexually transmitted disease aches, nausea, loss of appetite, abis 100 times more contagious than dominal pain, jaundice and tiredness.
Progress photo l>y DARREN BOSTON
In the extreme cases, liver cancer
AIDS and far more widespread. In
fact, one in 20 people have been in- is developed and liver transplants or Dr. Ruth Westheimer speaks
on prevention of Hepatitis B.
fected by it, according to information death eventually incurs.
Fifty percent of those infected do
Dr. Ruth Westheimer, world-fafrom the U.S. Center for Disease
not show symptoms and may transmit mous safe sex orator, spoke about
Control.
The disease is called Hepatitis B the disease to others without realizing Hepatitis B at a conference for college
and it is spread through sexual trans- it A national campaign has been journalists in Chicago. "It behooves
mission by blood and other body flu- started to educate the public about this
See HEPATITIS, Page AS
ids, contaminated needles and from disease.
By Angie Hatton

Activities editor

T

Vandals hit golf course at Arlington
for third time in less than a month
By Steve Wolf
Staff writer

Halloween marked the third time
in the past three weeks that vandals
entered the Arlington Association's
golf facility on West Main Street,
destroying golf carts and water fountains and damaging many of the
greens.
In the latest incident, seven golf
carts were damaged, some irreparably. The total costs of the damage will
not be known until the damage estimate comes back from the manufacturer of the carts, probably by tomorrow, said Bob Reynolds, the golf
course superintendent
Twelve of the 18 putting surfaces

were run over by the stolen carts,
causing tire ruts and some loss of turf,
but no permanent damage.
However, the damage was extensive enough that the course was closed
to play Saturday.
The perpetrators also destroyed
two water fountains located on the
course, apparently by running them
over with the golf carts. The fountains
will costs about $800 each to replace.
Tuts on the range equipment and
the heavy machinery used on the
course were slashed, rendering those
machines temporarily out of commission.
University golf coach Lew
Smither estimated the damage to the
range equipment between $700 to

$800. Reynolds said in addition, the
six tires that were slashed on the heavy
equipment will likely cost about $300
to $400 to repair.
Reynolds said the worst damage
was incurred on the third, fourth and
eighth greens. He said the damage
could have even been worse. "The
damage would have been much worse
if the greens had been soft. But we've
had a dry month," Reynolds said.
Empty beer cans were found
around some of the greens, along
with tracks made by a motorcycle.
On the 12 greens that were damaged, flag sticks marking the hole
placements were shattered, costing

Senate avoids change
of academic calendar
By Joe Castle
News editor

Faculty senate members debated
the merits of five motions which would
change the university's academic calendar for over an hour Monday before
passing only two of the proposals.
Rita Davis, acting chair of the
department of business and chair of
the senate's committee on the calendar, presented the senate with the revised motions, each designed to change
the calendar in a different way.
Motion 1, which was defeated by
the senate, would have moved the

entire school calendar up two days,
with classes starting Tuesday instead
of Thursday.
This motion would also cause final exams to begin on Monday and
end on Friday instead of being split
over two weeks as they are now.
Motion 2, which was dependent
on motion 1 passing, would have had
Monday night classes begin the night
before day classes would on Tuesday.
The second motion also specified
that the instructors of Monday night
classes would decide on how and when
See SENATE, Page A5

See ARLINGTON, Page A5
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J Flying high again...
EKU flight team places in
regional aviation competition
in St. Louis.
See Page B5.
This week's
class pattern: TRF
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EDITORIALS

$ave Our Schools
We plead with Gov. Jones— Don't slash higher ed
Way to go, Jcllo Jones. You've truly so efficiently that nothing can be cut without
resorting to slashing vital funding for educacome to deserve this pre-election
tion.
nickname.
Take a long and scrutinizing look before you
Only one week after promising hunclaim
the money from our state colleges and
dreds of college students that you would
universities.
"leave no stone unturned" before resortLook throughout your
ing to further cuts in
cabinet and throw out the
higher education, you
items (and people) that have
order our schools to halt
AT A GLANCE
grown stale.
spending.
We know there is anEastern has until
□ The Issue
other way.
tomorrow to set aside
Gov. Jones has put stateYou've got to keep your
$931,900 in a continsupported colleges and
word to the students who are
gency plan to comply
universities on standby for
trusting you to make the
with Jones' request for
another
2
percent
slash.
right
decision.
state universities to
Look again. Then look
prepare for a possible 2
Q Our Opinion
some more until you find
percent cut in state funds.
Schools cannot take another areas that are not so
That's $11,604,900
other
cut in funding. Gov.
crucial that can be cut.
worth of state college
Jones
needs
to
keep
his
Eastern is at the top of
appropriations, Mr.
promise
to
find
another
the list for schools facing
Jones, from a state uniarea to cut.
more cuts with $931,900 at
versity system that has
your disposal.
already dealt with two 5
We cannot afford to take this cut
percent cuts since 1991.
Neither can Western, Kentucky State,
Kentucky is not a rich state. We realize
Morehead,
Murray, Northern, U of L, UK or
this.
But in the long run, you cannot expect its community colleges.
You're asking for over $11,000,000 from an
to make the state richer by ripping away
already anemic college system. Don't rip any
from its most important resource— the
more meat from our already protruding bones.
education of its people.
Keep your word. Let us keep our funds.
There is no way you can expect us to
We've already given 'til it bleeds.
believe that our state government is run

Welcome Aboard
Hold on tight as the Clinton/Gore duo pilot us ahead
Well, it's over folks.
And election results show that most
across the nation experienced a wave of relief
Tuesday night as Gov. Bill Clinton of Arkansas was elected president.
Problems may not be resolved immediately, and questions still remain on how some
of our nations problems will be attacked and
conquered, but Clinton's victory is a definite
step in the right direction.
And we are glad that apathy, for once, was
overcome in this election as voter turn-out
was overwhelming on campus, as well as
across the state and the entire nation.
Putting Clinton and Gore in the White
House shows how America has embraced the
change it so desperately needs— a change
from the slowly declining, self-serving
politics it has endured for so long.
Now we may begin to address tile problems of the nation that have gone overlooked
by the previous administration. Clinton and
his cabinet will put more emphasis on the

" people of our own nation— our problems, our
wants, our needs— than did his predecessor.
Clinton worked hard for this victory. He
plunged forward through media scrutiny,
personal investigations, assaults on his character, and allegations of military disservice.But
he came through it all untarnished, unscathed.
A winner.
Even vice-president Dan Quayle got it right
when he said that if Clinton runs the country as
well he ran his campaign, we'll all be just fine.
While the election may be over, the path our
nation will chart for the next four years is just
beginning.
Do not let the end of the election battle be ar
end to your political involvement. Continue to
make your voices heard, your wants known.
Stay informed about the issues. Hold on tight.
We're in for a change.
Vice-President Elect Gore said it well.
"Welcome aboard the great ship USA.
We're about to embark on a journey together,
and it's time for us to go"
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Editor finds 'SEX' overrated
I'm no longer a virgin. I had
"SEX" for the first time over the
weekend on a van with four other
people on the way to Chicago.
It was overrated.
Oh well. At least I didn't pay the
$50 that it costs most others to view
the controversial book.
I'm not sure why Madonna
chooses to bombard us all with her
sexuality. All the time. Everywhere.
In every form and fashion.
While I am a fan of Madonna's
music, I'll have to confess that her
blatant desire to shock the world is
getting a bit old. I mean, it is getting
ridiculous.
She started out fairly tame with
the "Like a Virgin" stuff, boy-toy
belts and propelling her navel out of
control for the camera.
Then there were the Playboy and
Penthouse photos, the "Like a
Prayer" antics, the cone boobs and
grabbing her crotch in mock
masturbation.
Does anyone notice a pattern
here?
But that's not enough for
Madonna. Not nearly enough.
She's bared her bod for calendars, she's hosted a musical orgasm
on stage, she's had whirlwind
romances, marriage, divorce and
lovers, all for us to absorb as the
cameras and tabloids enthusiastically devoured every morsel.

wonderful little ditty. Erotica.
The book, which sells for the
incredible low price of $50, shows
Madonna naked as many ways, with
as many partners of as many
nationalities and genders as possible. Oops, I almost forgot. Also
one dog.
I'm truly beginning to wonder if
Yet her desire to gain publicity
there will be any kind of stopping
through shock remains insatiable.
point for the self-appointed sleaze
I thought we had reached the
queen.
climax, so to speak, of Madonna's
While at a college journalism
blatant quest for attention when
"Truth or Dare," the docu-whatever- convention in Chicago last weekend,
I got the opportunity to meet Dr.
you-choose-to-call-it, hit the
Ruth Westheimer, a noted sex
screens.
therapist
We saw all we could have ever
I asked her if she'd seen the
wanted to view about Madonna, and
book and what she thought about it.
infinitely more. We saw how
"I thought it wasn't worth the
demanding and manipulative she is,
in bed and out. We saw her making $50 you'd have to spend on it," she
faces behind Kevin Costner's back. told me. "I got it as a gift. It had a
lot of violence."
We heard her telling all about her
But she said the book did have
lovers, her friends, her family.
We even saw first-hand now she one redeeming quality— a page in
performs oral sex, with the aid of an the front advocating condom use.
Right on. Dr. Ruth.
Evian water bottle. Gee, thanks
Now what I'd like to see from
Madonna. I don't know how I
managed to live another day without Madonna, rather than her body in
every sexual position, is a good
that bit of vital personal informaalbum.
tion.
Now Madonna has topped
If you want to hear some kicking
herself (literally.) We are currently music, look to Madonna.
blessed with the definitive, disgustIf I want to know about "SEX,"
ing Madonna publication in the form ask a real professional like Dr. Ruth,
of "SEX," along with an album by
not someone who takes money to
the same name, which includes the
titillate the mindless masses.

Discrimination is your own loss
1 am writing in response to
James Martin's essay that was
published in the Thursday, Oct. IS
issue of Progress. Though I respect
Martin's audacity, I did find the
article quite disturbing in many
respects. I feel that an objection to
the pro-gay sentiments published in
the Oct. 8 Progress is in fundamental disregard for freedom of speech.
Just because we do not agree with
what others say is no reason to
object to them expressing themselves. It is exactly this freedom that
permitted Martin to state his views.
In addition, if an individual is
strongly opposed to a particular
article or statement in print, a simple
solution would be to merely turn the
pageThough I am not a homosexual
myself, I feel compelled to defend
this group of people because some
of Martin's statements were
despairingly discriminatory.
Minorities of all types weave the
fabric of our society, and each one
of us is a minority in some sense of
the word. For instance, did you
know that some studies find that as
many as 10 percent of people may
be homosexual? If these statistics
are correct, it could mean that one in
10 of Martin's friends might indeed
be gay.
I also think that some of
Martin's statements are reflective of
a somewhat naive perspective. For
instance, Martin's hypothetical
"large, open shower room" description is erroneous to the point of
being silly. I know several people
who have "come out of the closet"

dtat have long been closed to
minority groups. My personal
experience has led me to believe
that this program also opens doors
to employers by introducing a
diversified work force that serves
only to progress the profitability of
the business by attracting a more
extended clientele.
Not one of them has ever pressed
The same kind of thinking
me into a homosexual relationship,
permeates my personal decisions. I
or criticized my heterosexual
feel that it would be a gross injustice
preference. I simply cannot imagine to myself to eliminate the potential
one of these sensitive human beings friendships I might acquire by
eyeballing someone in the shower
discriminating against certain
room, or making advances on a
groups of people that may be
person unless he/she was 100
different than myself. I do not
percent certain that the advances
profess to be an expert on the Holy
were welcomed.
Bible, but the primary message that
1 would also like to address
the Book sends to me is one of
Martin's statement that he makes
compassion for other beings.
from what he calls a "non-Christian"
Essentially, the Good Book
perspective:
teaches me to regard the welfare of
What about you business
all races, sexes, types of individuals
owners? If you don't feel comfortand all creatures as I would regard
able hiring a gay or lesbian, then too the welfare and feelings of myself.
bad!
The loving entity that I know of as
Affirmative action will be
God would never condemn an
against you...
individual on the basis of something
As die former operator of a
as insignificant as his/her sexual
business that produced annual
orientation. I strongly believe that if
revenues of almost $2.5 million, I
I do not discriminate, it could only
have had considerable experience
attend to facilitate my spiritual
with interviewing and hiring
growth.
*
individuals. It was difficult enough
Though I disagree with many of
for me to find the right kinds of
Martin's contentions, I harbor less
people to operate the company, and anger toward him than I do sympathe last thing on my mind while
thy for him in the way that he has
selecting a candidate for a position
robbed himself of many potentially
was that person's sexual orientation. rich friendships.
Affirmative action is not a law;
it is a government-supported
Matimgly is a freshman mathematprogram intent on opening fields
ics/physics major from Erlanger.
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Another view

PEOPLE POLL

UPS & DOWNS

By John Howard

The election is over and we all deserve a one-day break from serious
questions, so just make the funniest face you can, and have a nice day.

Down to:

Up to:

Up to:
Voters

Sister Souljah

Hal Roach

Madison County totaled
19,849 votes during the
election Tuesday. On campus, students lined out the
door awaiting their turns to
vote at die BSU. Score one
for students against apathy.

Not wanting to give Bill
Clinton the wrong idea,
Souljah refused to vote Tuesday. Giving up the right to
vote did not give her any
strength. It only allowed others to make her decision.

Though Roach died Tuesday at the tender age of 100,
he will be long remembered
for devoting his life to the
creation of classics, such as
"Our Gang," and the teaming of Laurel and Hardy.

Ronda Miller,
18, freshman,
accounting,
Richmond.

Brldgett
Everett, 20,
Junior, nursing
Ft. Thomas.

Suggestion* for UPS A DOWNS are welcome. To make a suggestion call 622-1872.

Life teaches us hard lessons
Most of us go through life
thinking that everything is going to
be okay, basically taking life for
granted.
Then one day something
happens that shocks us out of this
illusion.
The reality check I experienced
is discovering that I have a sister
who has brain cancer, something
that seemed totally inconceivable to
me until the last year.
Like most cancer, it started out
slowly, then progressed into more
serious stages.
Presently it has taken most of her
strength and her sight-something
I'm not sure I could handle, but she
does quite well.
At least she puts on an attitude
that she does.
She is always thinking positively, striving for something better,
making the most of her situation.
She never looks back at what
she has lost, only at what she can
have in the future.

This hopeful outlook is something that I cannot at all relate to.
If our situation was reversed, I
think I would be very bitter.
Thoughts of what I could once
do would dance about my head.
Frustration would plague me
when it took all my strength to walk
to another room.
As for my sister, she's probably
very happy walking to the next
room.
She was always positive and
enthusiastic about life.
She even liked school, although
she always had a lough time.
In spile of her academic difficulties, she dreamed of graduating from
college.

* / ./^^^H

Unfortunately, that dream
appears to be out of her grasp.
I now think of all the times I
have complained about school, but
bow would I really feel if I was too
ill to attend?
How would I feel if I couldn't
watch my favorite movie, or if I
couldn't read a good book on a
rainy day?
What if I couldn't see the rainy
day that we so often complain
about?
My sister, through her courage
in the face of her ordeal, has taught
me much about life and learning to
appreciate k.
It is so easy to take things for
granted, but perhaps we should
realize that anything can happen to
rob us of our health, life and dreams
before we are ready to part with
them.

« L l-4Mffl|
MM Karlzskl,
20, sophomore, Eastern
English
language
Institute,
Tokyo.

m' \^^s i
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BUI Kenny, 19,
sophomore,
undeclared,
Ludlow.

Shields is a senior education
majorfromBarbourville andis photo
editor at the Progress.

^l

Avery
Blackburn, 23,
senior, public
relations,
MkkMssboro.

^L

Kazumasa
Haqlwara, 19,
freshman,
Japan.

LETTERS FROM OUR READERS
Thanks to Martin Hall
As director of food services, I would
like to commend the students on the
Any 10, Any 14, Twenty and Twenty
Plus Board Plans for their $33.61 contribution to the United Way Campaign during the Thursday, October
22nd 'Tall Festival" Special Dinner.
The money was raised through participation in carnival games, a cake
walk, penny toss, pop-a-balloon, pingpong, bowling and a dunking booth on
the Martin Dining Hall patio.
The Food Service staffs of Cafe
Clay and Martin Dining Hall did a
wonderful job of setting up the food
booths (Dog House, Chicken Coop,
Garden Patch and Sugar Shack) and
preparing specialty food for the Fall
Festival event. Thanks should go to
those people in the dunking booth:
students Stacy McClure and Susan
Fritz, Martin Food Service manager
Rick Thomas and softball head coach
Jane Worthington.
A special thanks to the talented
students who donated their works of
ait used to create the center piece for
the Fall Festival event
It was a wonderful event for a worthy cause—Thanks to all for making it
successful.

Greg Hopkins,
Division of food services
Put an egomaniac In place
Recently Amy Etmans, the Accent
editor for the Eastern Progress, held a
contest for the best Halloween story
with the best submissions being published in the October 29 issue of the
Progress. I hate to inform the readers
but I guess now is the time to alert
them to the fact that the original first,
second, and third place winners were
not published. A friend of mine, Steven
Lakes, was notified that he was the
recipient of the third place award. At
this time Mr. Lakes informed Miss
Etmans that he had written two other
stories under assumed names which
happened to have claimed both first
and second place. The nerve of such

an individual! He honestly thought
that he had the right to enter a contest
as many times as he wished. When
he told me he had accomplished this
feat of capturing all three places, he
proceeded to gloat like a pig. I hurled
my own accusations at him in defense of all the other writers who had
participated, then I told him I couldn't
believe that he would possess such
unmitigated gall. The worst part of it
all was that his stories weren't even
true—a specific guideline imposed
by Miss Etmans! I can hardly believe
that he would dare write stories dealing with such modern day psychopaths such as the tikes of Jeffrey
Dahmer while we as readers can
experience more realistic accounts
such as that authentic act of exorcism that Miss Thorpe painfully detailed for us all. For all I know, his
stories were probably too long and
the value of spatial consideration
came into question. I applaud Miss
Etmans on her decision to exclude
him from the competition. The
Progress needs more individuals such
as herself to uphold the dignity and
quality writing that the students from
Eastern have long come to expect
from this Fine publication.

belligerent infant when it does not get
its own way.
I call myself a Christian, but the
current following and Us sundry connotations are embarassing. The brief
history that Christianity has enjoyed
on this planet is submerged in Woody
intolerance, and I bow from a partnership with those who seek to hurt others. I leave it to God to judge all
human behavior and would never pretend to know what He or She thinks. 1
have a belief in God that is unshakable and unyielding. I, per contra,
have not gone to the extreme of sewing a Bible to my chest
James Martin uses the Bible to
defend his argument that homosexuality is a sin. The quotes he uses have
undergone quite a few translations
from their original Hebrew. The translations are chock-full of the value systems which were current at the time
the translations were attempted. Mar tin would also have you believe that
the Bible is literal, that the verses
within have a single translatable understanding and were written by God.
The Bible has been translated by
snake handlers. Shaken, Rockers and
Rollers, me. Catholics, Jimmy
S waggert, Jim Bakker, the Pope, Bozo
the Clown, James Martin and Oral
John Marcher
Roberts. No translation is identical,
Richmond
yet we all read the same words.
Strange. Martin invites those who
Responds to Martin's turn do not share his beliefs to "argue"
with him only if we carry our Bibles.
If the pen is mightier than the I suggest that we do not attempt such
sword, then James Martin was wield- a foolish thing, as there is far too much
ing a very dull pen.
arguing going on in this world as it is.
First, it is not a backbone that one I feel any argument with James Martin
needs to attack homosexuality. For, as will inevitably be moot, unless, of
we all know, everyone has a back- course, you share his separatist and
bone. It does require, however, the dogmatic viewpoints. Then there
inane idea that one's religious beliefs wouldn't be an argument at all. I do
are absolute, infallible and must be suggest, however, that those who wish
adhered to by all members of a soci- to use the Bible to condemn a class of
ety. To which I add, Christianity is not people choose instead one very clear
the only religion in the world (This message: Hale the sin, not the sinner.
unfortunate fact presents Christian
I believe even the homosex ual will
zealots with a multitude of stubborn applaud.
problems.)
It should be stated that Christianity
is one of the youngest religions in the Michael Cornwall
world, meaning it is still a pouting and Richmond
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to the newspaper and must contain
the author's signature, address and
telephone number. Carboncopies,
photocopies and letters with illegible signatures will not be accepted.
Unsigned letters will not be accepted.
The deadline tor submitting a
letter tor publication Is noon the
Monday prior to Thursday's publication.
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LITTLE PROFESSOR BOOK CENTER
428 Richmond Mali — Richmond, KY 40473
(606) 623-0522
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WANTED
People interested
in journalism, photography,
graphic arts and advertising,
A way to get your foot
in the door with paid
positions and academic
credit available. Come by
Donovan Annex Room 117
to pick up an application.

Utters should be mailed to
The Eaatern Progress, 117
Donovan Annex, Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond, Ky.
40475.

PHONE: 622-1872 or
622-1882
FAX: 622-2354
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Guidelines for letters to the editor
The Eastern Progress encourages readers to write letters
to the editor on topics of interest
to the university community.
Letters submitted for publication should be typed and no
longer than 200 words. Because
of limited space, the Progress
may condense letters over 200
words.
Letters should be addressed
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Campus news

PROGRESS CLASSIFIEDS

ELECTION: Clinton takes state, sweeps nation
Continued from frontpage
Clinton. Clinton received 174 oncampus votes to Bush's 123 votes.
Perot had 61 Eastern student votes. A
total of 366 voted on campus. A total
of 19349 Madison Countians out of
29,879 voted Tuesday, a voter turnout of 66 percent
Bush's win in the county was of
little help to other Republicans on the
ballot who saw no "coatiail effect"
from the president All other Republican challengers were beaten soundly.
Incumbent State Rep. Harry
Moberly Jr. (D-Richmond) retained
his House seat by defeating Republican challenger Barry C. Metcalf by
over 2,000 votes.
"I 'm surprised I did as well as I did
with Bush carrying Madison County,'*
Moberly said.
The final tally showed 6,737 votes
(57.9 percent) going to Moberly, and
with Metcalf receiving 42 percent and
4,811 votes.
Moberly said the campaign was a
hard one.
"It was very difficult because of
his hard work," Moberly said. "Mr.
Metcalf ran an energetic campaign."
For Moberly, this was his 7th win
as 81 st district representative, and his
largest margin of victory over a Republican candidate.
Moberly serves as the chairman of
the House Education Committee and
said this position allows him to look
after education concerns.

"I'm a strong supporter of higher
education and I will continue my efforts to see higher education is treated
carefully, and I'm in a strategic position help education on all levels,"
Moberly said.
The U.S. representative 6th District race was won by Democrat and
Lexington Mayor Scotty Baesler, who
defeated GOP opponent Charles
Ellinger handily in the district as well
as in Madison County.
Baesler took 64.4 percent of the
Madison county vote, accumulating
11^08 votes to EUinger's 6,914 (35
percent). Libertarian candidate James
Ridenour received 1% votes.
Baesler won throughout the district with 135.545 (61 percent) of the
vote compared to Ellinger's 87309
(39 percent). The race for U.S. Senator between incumbent Democrat
Wendell Ford and Republican state
senator David Williams was a laugher
in the county.
Ford, the senate's majority whip,
tallied 10,976 county votes (65 percent) compared to Williams' 6,914
(38 percent). Ford went on to win the
seat state-wide with 834,678 votes
(63 percent), soundly beating Williams, who could muster only 36 percent of the votes fora total of 477,002.
The unexpired term of Dale Carrier as Richmond City Commissioner
was filled Tuesday when Tom "Tobe"
Tobler defeated two other candidates,
Al Tribble and Ralph Walton. Tobler

received 2311 votes(45percent)compared to TribWe's 1.767 votes (34
percent) and Walton's 1.008 (20 percent).
The county's vote on constitutional amendments went the same way
as the rest of the state, with two of the
three being adopted and one being
defeated.
Amendments 1 and 2, the 'bingo'
amendment and gubernatorial succession amendments respectively,
both passed in the county, one by a
comfortable margin and the other
fairly closely.
Madison Countians approved of
Amendment One by a tally of 10,212
(67 percent) to 4,939 (32 percent)
against
Amendment 2 squeaked by by
about 400 votes. 7,694 (51 percent)
were for succession while 7,246 (49
percent) were against
Both Amendments 1 and 2 passed
state-wide.
Amendment 3, an amendment allowing for more gubernatorial appointments, was rejected in both the
county and state.
Amendment 3 was defeated by
over 2,000 votes, failing 8,597 votes
to 6,271 in the county.
In local uncontested races, Jan
Tunnel won a seat to the board of
education in the first division, and
Robert Stephens won the seat of Justice of the Supreme Court for the 5th
District

VOTERS: Campus has high turn-out at polls
Continued from frontpage
said.
"We had nearly 50 percent which
is really good for the campus precinct" McCoy said.
Students who voted in the campus precinct made Democrat Bill
Clinton their choice for president
The Arkansas governor received
174 of the votes cast at the B 5
compared to 123 for incumbent Bush
and 61 for independent candidate Ross
Perot
Jon Fowler, a senior statistics major from Ashland who came out of the
building chanting "Four more years,"
said he voted for Bush because he
wanted his voice to be heard and felt
the president's philosophies more
closely matched his own.
Fowler also had some advice if
Bush won re-election.
"His focus should be the economy,
if he's re-elected," Fowler said.
Matt Figger, a senior physical
education major, said he voted for
Bush because he's satisfied with the
job the president did in his first term
in office.
"He's made progress over the last
four years," Figger said, "and he's
made goals for the next four years."
Figger said he might have voted
for Perot if the Texas billionaire had
stayed in the race instead of dropping
out and returning late in the campaign.
PAID ADVERTISEMENT

64

Ym glad it's over, it
was a nasty
campaign. It was
really stupid. 9 9
-Katie Harmon

Kevin Duffy, a junior marketing/
management major from Cincinnati,
said he chose Clinton, although he
didn't like any of the three major
presidential candidates.
"I wasn't happy with the three
candidates," Duffy said, "but I chose
the best one. I don't like it when
candidates say things just to please
the voters."
Duffy said he voted for Clinton
because he "agreed with a lot of the
things he said," and because "Bush
didn't impress me over the last four
years."
Katie Harmon, a junior pre-occupational therapy major from
Prestonsburg, said she voted for
Clinton because he is "for women's
choice" and "more middle class than
Bush."
Campus voters also elected Democrats to the other national offices up
for grabs Tuesday, giving incumbent
Sen. Wendell Ford 226 votes com-

pared to David L. Williams' 98 campus votes.
Lexington mayor Scotty Baesler
received 208 votes in his campaign
for the open 6th District House seat,
while his opponent Chuck Ellinger
won the support of 117 campus residents.
On the state level, voters at the
BSU elected to send Democratic Rep.
Harry Moberly back to Frankfort for
another House term, giving him 204
votes. Moberly's challenger, Barry
Metcalf, received 118 votes.
Campus voters gave the nod to
two of three proposed amendments to
the state constitution Tuesday.
Gaining approval were Amendments One with a vote of 273-46 and
Amendment Two with a vote of 183132, while Amendment Three was
defeated by a vote of 192-122.
McCoy said the fact that the election included a presidential race was
an obvious factor in bringing outcampus voters.
"I'm sure the presidential election brought out the larger turn-out,"
McCoy said.
"Of course that's always going to
increase the turn-out" McCoy said.
Harmon said regardless of who
won each race she's glad the campaign has finally drawn to a close.
"I'm glad it's over," she said. "It
was a nasty campaign. It was really
stupid."
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Golden Key
National Honors Society
is reminding all
recipients of membership
letters that the deadline
is Nov. 14.

BEAT YOUR HUNGER
WITH A CLUB.

Place classified ads before noon on Mondays. S2 for 10 words.

Help Wanted
GREEKS & CLUBS
RAISE A COOL

•1000

IN JUST ONE WEEK!
PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
No obligation. No cost.
You tlio get • FREE
HEADPHONE RADIO
jusi foe calling
1-800-932-0528, Ext 65
Attention: Spring Break! Earn cash
& FREE trips to Bahamas Cancun,
Florida promoting the 1 unnest" trips
on campus! Springbreakl 1 -800-6786386
SPRING BREAK '93, EARN FREE
TRIPS AND CASH!! CAMPUS
REPS WANTED TO PROMOTE
THE #1 SPRING BREAK DESTINATIONS. DAYTONA, PANAMA CITY.
MEXICO, ETC. CALL 1-800-6673378.

i

,

500 off

Any Sub or Salad

Limit one per cuMomer
| Good ml this location only
Offer expire. 11-19-92

.SUB

539 LHGHWAY DRIVE
EASTERN BY-PASS, RICHMOND
Mon. - Thurt. 11 un. - 1 a.m., Fri. - Sal. 11 un. - 2 ajrt.
Sunday 11 i.m. - Midnight

Macintosh 512 with external drive (single
sided), the original "Fat Mac." $300.
Call 623-8662. .If no answer, please
leave message.
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN at RUPP.
GREAT SEATS CALL 606-271-5626
or 1-800-928-5626.

Lost and Found.
LOST WATCH between library and
Begley lot. Gold with leather band.
REWARD. 622-5155 or 502-875-5764.

Services.
FAST WORD PROCESSING
2 blocks from Campus. Same day possible. APA. MLA. Term Papers, Theses, Resumes, etc. 623-3002 Marcia.
TYPING, Resumes, Term Papers,
Newsletters, WordPerfect 5.1 Word Processing (606)744-7376.

*SUBWtW*

Today, one in 250 Americans la infected with HIV. the virus which
casues AIDS. If you think your behaviors might have put you at risk for
contracting HIV, consider taking the
HIV antibody test. For more information on this free, anonymous/confidential test, call your local health department or the Kentucky AIDS
Hotline at 1 -800-654-AIDS.

Progress
Classifieds work!

Kinko's Copies Richmond Mall

THE MONEY, THE FUN, THE
HOURS - MCDONALD'S OF RICHMOND currently has full or part-time
positions open for day shift. Regular
wage reviews, free meals while on
duty and free uniforms are just a few
of the benefits. If you'd like to earn
some extra money and be part of the
#1 team in the quick service industry, stop by either McDonald's of
Richmond location and let's talk
about your career opportunities.
Richmond Plaza 623-8864.
485 Eastern By-Pass 623-1428.

24-hour turnaround Mon. — Fri.

Resume package, term papers, fliers, Mac rental

FACSIMILE SERVICES,
LAMINATION,
COPIES, COLOR COPIES
Phone: 1-606-624-0237
Fax: 1-606-623-9588

ATTENTION! CHRISTMAS CASH
- Now filling temporary and permanent openings in Richmond. Evenings and/or weekends available.
$8.20 starting pay. Call 293-9460.

EARN A DEGREE
WHILE EARNING
A LIVING

STUDENTS or ORGANIZATIONS.
Promote our Florida Spring Break
packages. Earn MONEY and FREE
trips. Call Campus Marketing. 800423-5264.
Fundraiser - Looking for top fraternity, sorority or student organization
interested in earning $500$ 1500 for
a one week on-campus marketing
project. Must be organized and hard
working. Call (800) 592-2121 x308.
Sales Opportunity (Join the #1 Spring
Break team Travel Associates and
Tour Excel. Earn excellent commissions and free trips by selling packages to Panama Cit7y Beach, FLA The U.S. Spring Break destination of
the 1990's. For more information call:
Sandra. 1 -800-558-3002.

For rent.
One bedroom professionally furnished, in private home, near EKU,
all utilities, small deposit, references
with lease. Available December 15th.
Nonsmokers call for appointment
after 6:00 p.m. 624-1478.

If you have completed 60 semester hours or
90 quarter hours, and have everything it takes
to complete college, except cash, here's good
news. As a nursing student or a non-degree
registered nurse, you could be earning a salary
while you complete your bachelor's degree in
nursing. Upon graduation and completion of
requirements, you'll attain prestige as a Navy
Nurse Corps Officer and become a valuable
member of the Navy health care team. Check
with the Job Placement Office to ascertain
dates a Navy Representative will be on
Campus or call toll free 1 -800-284-6289.
NAVY NURSE
You and the Navy.
FULL SPEED AHEAD.

Strike Oil
From Your
Diet.
|

A diet high in fats and oils may
lead to certain cancers.

AMERICAN
V CANCER
¥ SOCIETY- 1

LIP:

800 ACS 2345

Go Colonels! Beat theRacers!

Idi-flota

Love is a many
spCendored thing.

Call Ahead for
Pick-Up
623-3458

SKYDIVING INSTRUCTIONS Train
and jump the same day for ONLY
$90! Lackey's Airport, US 25 South,
6 miles from By-Pass, turn right on
Menelaus Rd. Sat. & Sun. 10 a.m.
For info call 606-623-6510 or 606986-8202 weekends.

$200 - $500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easyl
No selling. You're paid direct. Fully
Guaranteed. FREE Information 24Hour Hotline 801 -379-2900. Copyright #KY10KDH

When your hunger just won't quit,
beat it with a Subway Club. It's
loaded with ham, turkey, roast beef
and free fixin's. Look out wimpy
burgers. Subway's Club is the
serious weapon against big
appetites.

r "

For Sale.

n

®

•Fresh flowers - variety of
styles and prices.
•Ballon Bouquets.
•Plants
•Gifts - Brass - Glass
•Quality silk flowers
•Colonial Candles
•Let us deliver your message
today!

So is a bouquet of fresh fCowers!

Village Florist
125 S. Third

<*

rt*

Monday - Saturday
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

623-0340
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Campus news

NEWS
BRIEFS

SENATE: Academic calendar not changed
Continued from frontpage
those classes would meet IS times
each semester.
This motion, which was aimed at
shortening Monday night classes to
the same length as other night classes,
was replaced by a substitution by Sen.
Ward Wright.
Wright's substitution called for
"the dean of undergraduate studies to
provide for IS night classes in each
relevant case" and was approved by a
large margin.
Motion 4, which was very similar
to motion 3, was withdrawn after motion 3 was passed.

□ Writing requirement
to be given tomorrow
The final University Writing Requirement of the semester will be given
tomorrow at5p.m. in iheCombs Building instead of the Nov. 14 date listed in
the Fall 1992 schedule book.
Students must bring photo identification to be allowed to take the test
They should also bring a black or blue
ink pen to write the essay, and may
bring a dictionary or electronic speller
as well as a composition handbook.
Students must have registered by
Oct. 30 in order to take the test.

mittee is not investigating any specific
case or person, including former university professor Claude Vaughan,
who resigned his position last year
amid a cloud of controversy and allegations of plagiarism.
"We're not looking into it,"
Messerich said. "We're just looking at
the general policy the university uses."
Messerich said he wouldn't take
part in the committee's work if its
purpose was investigating other faculty members.
"If that's what they were wanting
me todol'dquitrightnow," Messerich
said.

Motion S moves that the university establish "an orientation for all
transfer students, to explain.. .issues
that are new for transfer students."
This motion, which the senate approved, was made mainly to give the
university a convenient way lo explain the "flip-Friday" schedule to
transfer students.
In other business, study committee on ethics in research and teaching
chair Ron Messerich said his committee is investigating a possible "revision of policy regarding misconduct ... at the university."
However, Messerich said his com-

HEPATITIS: Disease overlooked as STD

—By Joe Castle Continued from front page
me to shout from the rooftops,"
□ Infirmary to offer
Westheimer said. "If I can prevent
one unwanted pregnancy or keep one
students flu shots
person from getting an STD, I sleep
The infirmary will give the uni- better at night" Westheimer believes
versity community an inexpensive that scare tactics don't work when it
chance to immunize against influenza comes to fighting STDs. She said the
Nov. 9-13 by offering flu shots for $3. key to stopping them is to educate
The shot are not recommended for people about them.
anyone over 65 years old or anyone
"Here is one STD we can eradicate
suffering from a chronic illness such very fast by taking a vaccine,"
as diabetes or heart disease.
The infirmary has two requirements for giving the shot to a patient.
A person must not have a cold or be
allergic to chicken, eggs or feathers Continued from front page
due to a possible allergic reaction.
approximately $300 to replace,
The infirmary has a staff of three Reynolds said."I can't believe that
physicians and six nurses on duty to someone took all these carts, used
provide various services from 8 am. them as battering rams and no one was
to S p.m. Monday through Friday.
hurt," he said.
Students who are first-time visiArlington's night security man,
tors to the infirmary need to fill out a Duyle Fryar, reportedly did not see or
health form for the infirmary's files. hear anything unusual. The night seStudents must also show a valid ID curity man's job is to check all areas of
card at the time services are rendered. the facility once every hour between
the hours of 10 p.m. and 6 am., said
—By Marsha Taylor

Westheimer said.
Richard Duma, Executive Director of the National Foundation for Infectious Diseases, also spoke at die
press conference.
Duma said Hepatitis B is very similar to AIDS. The same people in the
high risk group for AIDS are at high
risk for contracting Hepatitis B.
Duma said the vaccination, which
costs about $120, is covered under
most health insurance policies.

The medical profession has recently announced that all newborn
babies must be vaccinated against
Hepatitis B along with other vaccinations they receive in their first year.
Duma said the vaccine is 95 percent effective against the disease and
the second-best defense is a barrier
method such as the condom.
Anyone who would like more information about the vaccination can
call toll free 1-800 Hep-B 873.

ARLINGTON: Golf course vandalized
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Jane Ann Whitaker, associate director
of the Arlington Association.
Campus police estimate the time
of the vandalism between 1 sun. and 7
a.m. Campus security did not interview Fryar, but said they do have suspects, and arrests are pending further
evidence.
Fryar has been employed by Arlington since Sept 1986, when budget
cuts forced campus security lo slop
patrolling the Arlington facility.

A separate incident occurred the
night of OCL 27, when two golf carts
were taken off the porch around the
pro shop area and driven around the
course, leaving ruts on the third, fourth,
firth and eighth greens. A water fountain by the eighth green was also destroyed.
One of the stolen carts was found in
the lake, half-submerged. The second
cart was believed lo be totally submerged under about ten feet of water.

There is no time
to waste
then....
Save today &
WIN CASH
jys?-IHI§-CARP
Mid-term Discount Card
U.B.S.
10% Savings
Sale Period Storewide Discounts
Show this, card for your discount
Oct. 29 through Dec. 9,1992
Your Name

^■- wimrtft

1*0 fc.1V. u.
Seagram's Wine
Coolers

$322

$2925

There is always Time to Save at UBS
plus... Don't get caught next semester
without a book!

Reserve Spring Textbooks Today!

■ ■

Pre -Registration students

pn.«3-O890

Miller Lite
Draft or Draft Lite

Canadian Mist
or
Early Times
$742
' 750 ml

$1422

SAVE TIME
& MONEY

Berringer
White Zinfandel

$5*
750 ml

fUM

Your Complete Lottery Outlet

Check us Out
See What Store has the Best Deal

Open 7 a.m. - Midnight

CHRISTMAS SEALS.
THE # 1 HOPE FOR
THE #3 KILLER:
LUNG DISEASE.

THE
TOP DOG

AMERICAN 4B LUNG ISSOI IATION
■■', lllll I

you can avoid
long lines
next semester...

Turkey 101
750 ml

4pk

ii|imi

■

CASH PRIZE DRAWINGS Dec 14-15-16th. $100.00
each d *y.

Vlaa. Waatarcard, Amartean ExpfaaAccapsad

Milwaukee's
Best Kegs

Z:

Privilege* at th» card arc non-transferable and subject to the reatrainta of UBS.
Offer expires Dec 9, 1992 All salea are payable In cash or check and apply
to sales of Si .00 or greater. Special orders are not included

College Station Liquor

lOOWatara.

S:

Local Address

University Book & Supply
The Store that Saves
the Student More!

Out lei
707 rijji Hill \\i
Next lo bananas lavein
Your Krnliic.ky Lollery Head ;

Seagram s 7

Jack Daniels

$1125

PRESENTS A
PRE-GAME BASH
OPEN AT 11 A.M.
$2 BUD LITE
SERVING FOOD
PITCHERS
OUR OWN ORIGINAL (UNTIL 8 P.M.)
HOT WINGS 151 EACH
FROM 11 AM - 1 P.M. & 4 P.M. - 6 P.M.

Smirnoff HO proof

M

i ( jse spcn.il mi .in hci
l se Our Drivc-1 hru

**

LARGE
BUSINESS
ORDERS
DISCOUNTED!

+ Tax

Not Valid With Any Other Offer

INSTAN T (-\SH ON BOOKS

528 Eastern By Pass • Richmond, Ky. 40475
■

BOURBON

— OFF CAMPUS —
offers you quality used textbooks,
which can be reserved...

COKE

THIS EASY WAY

mi

16" Extra Large
1 Topping
$7 •97
+Tax
Not Valid With Any Other Offer

and n doesn't maucr where yuu houghi them

University Book & Supply

624-2828
MXm
10" 1 Topping

»IZZ£)

$5.75

The Students Store • Just Off Campus

CUT HERE

Book Reservation Blank
(All books fully returnable)
Dopl.

Court*
Nufflbtt

Nam. .
*•€

Horn*
SireeJ

<£>eUv<*^

Large 14" 1 Topping

BEFORE YOU SELL • CHECK OFF CAMPUS FIRST

SERVING
EKU
CAMPUS

■turn

^fflJOHN

JUST OFF CAMPUS

$4J99

+Tax

J|

Not Valid With Any Other Offe

C.tv
Local Address
•1 availahla ..

i ^raiaf ■ uow uaao • new
Circle One

Slat*

DOORS

1 SIGNED
COMPLITI AND aBTUBN TO UBIIETOII YOU LIAVt CAMPUS.

NO OBLIGATION OR
DEPOSIT REQUIRED
Plus ... Get the first choice
on USED TEXTBOOKS next
semester.
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FAST FREE DELIVERY!!
FREE (i \RI.K lil TTER & PEPPERS

•

FREE (i \RI.K HI TTER & PEPPERS

•

FREE (> \RI.K lil 'TTER & PEPPERS

Two Large

Two Small
Single - Item

Two Medium
Single - Item

$5.

$7.99 \ $9.99

§

§
Plus Tax

18" Monster
2 Toppings

plusTax

Plus Tax

Phone:

FREE (, \RI.K lil TTER c<i PEPPERS

Single - Item
Pizzas

•

624-8600

FREE (,\RI.K Hi ITIR & PEPPERS

•

FREE (i \RI.K lil TTER & PEPPERS

14" Large

14" 2 ITEM

Unlimited
Topping Pizza

Pizza and
2 Drinks

$9.95 \ $9.99\ $6.99
PlusTax

PlusTax

PlusTax

WKQQ will be broadcasting
live from

Tom's Pizza today from
4 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Listen or stop by for Pizza
Give - Awaysi
!
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B1
Amy Etmans
Accent editor

For All Craln, the birth of her
son marked a new beginning
In her life. One-day-old
Zachary Is the 21-year-old
student's first chiw. Although
her life Is hectic, she said it
was all worth It.
Progress photo fcy BOBBI /O SHIELDS

The miracle of birth
Progress photo by CHRYSSA I. '/.I/OS

At 8:37 p.m., after 22 hours of labor, 7-pound, 3-ounce Zachary
Taylor Craln was bom.

Single parent
finds joy, pain
with birth of son
By Chryssa I. Zizos
Staff writer

Inside
■ The Kentucky
Encyclopedia
spotlighted In
Bookfest '92, B2.
pj Kappa Alpha
Fraternity kidnaps
local personalities
forMDA
fundraiser, B5.
B Colonels host
Murray State in
their final home
game at 1:30 p.m.
Saturday, B6.

Next week
Superstitions

When Eastern student Ali
Crain, 21, missed classes
OCL 8, she had an excuse
no teacher could refuse.
At 11:30 a.m., when Crain would
normally be leaving for her biology
class in the Moore Building, she was
checking in to a labor room at Pauic A.
Clay Hospital. She was 16 hours into
labor and nine hours away from giving
birth to her first child.
Minutes after checking in, Crain lay
in a hospital bed while a nurse measured her cervix—the narrow opening
of the uterus through which the baby
must pass. She was greeted every two
to three minutes by 90-sccond contractions and was well on her way to having
a natural childbirth.
Crain was surrounded by a supporting team, including her mother Darlene
Crain, friend and breathing coach
Nicole Harris and student midwife
Vicki Wick wire, RN.
"Push. Ali. push," Wickwirc said.
"Way to push, baby, push."
"I can't relax." Ali said, in the midst
of a contraction.
"No moaning, Ali," her mother said.
"Remember our breathing pattern,
Ali... U. U. relax... U. U, relax."
Nicole reminded her. "Oh yeah, much
better, Ali. Good job."
Crain's face was red from pushing and her body numb from the pain.
The contraction ended ... at least for
two minutes.
A consistent beep, beep, beep, annunciated the fetal heartbeat on the
monitor that stood to the left of All's
bed. The student nurse-midwife rendered "hands-on" support Crain's
mother and coach soothed her swollen
body while constantly giving encouragement.

5:30 p.m.-Medication
At 19 hours into labor, contractions

were still consistent, but no baby had
been bom ycL
Certified nurse-midwife Wanda
Morgan entered the room. Morgan
checked (Train's vital signs and documented the progress of Crain' s labor on
her chart
The midwives artificially ruptured
Crain's membranes, to allow for internal monitoring. The two also injected
Crain with medication that would numb
the pain and calm her down.
'Thalia girl, push like crazy, Ali,"
Morgan said. "I think that baby wants
out"
Crain pushed harder and longer but
with no luck. The contraction ended;
she would have to try again.

7:15 p.m.-Complication
The obstetrician, a tall man with
gray, trimmed hair, arrived. The natural childbirth that Crain had hoped for
was now complicated. Crain was faced
with upsetting news; the baby's back
was against her backbone. The child
was not positioned properly and would
not turn to allow for a natural childbirth.
Crain's mother and coach encouraged her. The nurse-midwife told her
not to worry.
Cram'tried different positions while
the contrac lions continued, but the baby
would not turn. Crain was given medication, a synthetic hormone that caused
longer, stronger, more painful contractions.
She struggled for the next few minutes, but never complained. When she
could no longer take the pain, the doctor and several staff-members rushed
in.
The obstetrician listened with a
stethoscope. By then, (Train's cervix
was fully dilated and the baby was
slowly descending, but not turning as it
should.
Crain began pushing as her support
team cheered heron, but the baby was
lodged in the uterus and would not

Progress photo by CHRYSSA 1. ZIZOS

After the first glimpse of Zachary, breathing coach Nicole Harris said, "In all my Hfe, I have never
in anything more beautiful." Hams la ahown with Darlene Craln, Airs mother, All and Zachary.
continue to the birth canal.
"It's time to go to OR, we'll do a
double set-up," the doctor told her.
"Do whatever—I don't care—do
what's best for the baby," Crain said.
The nursing staff prepared Crain for
acesarean. She was then wheeled down
the hall to the operating room.

8:30 p.m.-Forceps
At 22 hours into labor, the obstetrician made the decision to attempt to
rotate the baby with forceps. Crain's
mother and coach, dressed in surgical
scrubs, sighed in relief.
"I can see the head," the obstetrician
said.
"Really, you can see the head?"
Crain's mother cried with joy.
"I sure can," he said.
Crain was given a breath of laughing gas. A tear trickled down her cheek.

8:37 p.m.-Zachary
Seven-pound, 3-ounce baby boy,
Zachary Taylor Crain punched his way
through his mother's birth canal.
Crain, relieved, excited and exhausted, found the energy to smile
widely. "I feel absolutely wonderful."
she proudly announced.
"In all my life, I have never seen
anything more beautiful," Nicole said.
"I am glad that he is here with us."

Single mother
For Crain, a junior travel and tourism major from Glendale, Zachary has
become a great addition to her life.
"Yeah it's hectic," she said. "But I
wouldn't give it up for the world."
Zachary' s father is paying child support and visits his son often. But for Ali,
she must carry the burden alone.
First time grandmother, Darlene, is
helping her daughter raise her4-weekold grandson and anticipates staying
through next week. Ali welcomes her
grandmother soon after, so raising
Zachary alone this semester will not be
the case.

Progress photo fcy CHRYSSA I. ZIZOS

Zachary accompanied All, a junior majoring In travel and tourIsm from Glendale, to classes her first day back after his birth.
Craln la the second vice president of Future Business Leaders of
America, Phi Beta Lambda and a member of the National Geographic Honor Society, Gamma Theta Epsllon. She anticipates
graduating December 1993.
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I Movie review

Bookfest celebrates
Kentucky heritage

Of Mice and Men' deserves Oscar
By George Roberts
Progress film critic

Gary Sinisc, who serves as director, producer and star in "Of Mice and
Men," has mined the classic 1937
John Steinbeck story and unearthed a
most rare and precious gem; a film
version of a great story that actually
does Justice to the original work.
Horton Footc's screen adaptation
of the novel, along with Sinise's unwavering direction, turn the timeless
tale into a modern masterpiece without missing a beat.
Sinise plays George Milton, a
lonely drifter who meanders from town
to town and job to Job, seeking an
American dream which is eternally
out of his grasp. Though Sinise's portrayal of George is faithful to
Steinbeck's vision, he also brings a
new dimension to him.
Where George was a rather cruel
and hard-bitten bastard in the novel,
Sinise retains the toughness and cunning but also plays George as an intelligent and rather sensitive creature.
The character he creates is sympathetic and amazingly believable.
The pivotal point of "Mice" is the
relationship between George and
Lennie, his retarded friend and constant companion.
The pair is on the lam as the story
unfolds, running from an incident in
which a young girl mistook the innocent but brutal advances of Lennie as
an attempted rape. They find refuge
on a wheat and barley farm in the
breath -takingly beautiful country near
Salinas, Ca.
John Malkovich, who plays
Lennie, bums one of the most brilliant
performances in years into the memory
of movie-goers. Lennie wants noth-

ing more than to share George's aspirations of settling down in a little
house and raising rabbits, which they
discuss incessantly at Lennie's requestThough Lennie has the pleasant temperament of a young child, he also
possesses the strength of any two men
he works with. This combination,
along with a blind and dogged devotion to George, ultimately leads to the
duo's undoing.
The Lennie that Malkovich offers
is both pathetic and comical, someone
we can feel tearfully sorry for even
while we laugh guiltily at his misadventures.
A second Oscar nomination looms
likely for Malkovich, the only question being whether the Academy will
deem him star or support.
The restof the supporting cast also
performs admirably in lifting the film
to its lofty heights.
Casey Siemasko (Curley), who
play s the son of the ranch boss, creates
a suitably despicable guy who must
prove his manhood through the use of
his fists and by terrorizing his young
wife.
That unnamed wife (Sherilyn
Fenn) wreaks havoc on the farm
through her coqueuishness. Teasing
Lennie, however, proves to be a fatal
error in judgment.
Ray Walston (Candy) and Joe
Morton (Crooks) are both disfigured
ranch hands who have given their bodies and souls to their work with little
reward or advancement.
Crooks, who is segregated from
the others because he is black, has a
permanently hunched back as a result
of a horse kick. In spite of his understandable bitterness, Lennie makes a
friend out of him.
Candy, who has lost the use of a
TOWNE CINEMA
Start*
Friday!
7:15
Nightly
Matinee
Sun.
1 p.m.

By Jerry Pennington
Arts editor

Photo courtesy of MCM STUDIOS

John Malkovich portrays Lennie Small and Gary Slnss plays
George Milton In John Stenlbecks classic "Of Mica and Man."
hand in an accident, provides a wealth
of earthy wisdom and lessons in compassion to his co-workers.
Bolstering the impeccable acting
is the cinematography of Kenneth
MacMillan.

Shooting on location in California, MacMillan brings the landscape
speciularly to life. The golden grains
and sunsets of "Mice" provide one of
the most stunning backdrops ever
filmed.

:as'1 [University Cinemas All Movies!

Whoopi
Goldberg
in
SISTER
ACT
5^

9:05 Afc

I Eastern By-Pass

623-7070

SI.00
Pet

The Kentucky Encyclopedia,
a book containing over 2,000 entries concerning people, places,
things and events in Kentucky's
history, is going to be the center of
attention at the John Grant Crabbe
Library's seventh annual Bookfest
The Bookfest, which will be
held from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m., Thursday, Nov. 12 in the Keen Johnson
Building, will feature many of the
editors and authors of The Kentucky Encyclopedia who will be
autographing the publication.
Kentucky's Bicentennial is
going to be the focus of the
Bookfest this year, which will pay
tribute to former and present Eastern faculty members who have
contributed to Encyclopedia and
other historical works.
"Many Madison Countians did
not have the chance to go to Lexington or Frankfort to get the Encyclopedia autographed," said
Charles Hay of the university archives. "It would be a great Christmas gift."
Norma Hill, from The Little
Professor Book Center, said sales
for the Encyclopedia were big
when it first came out, but have
slacked off a little now.
"It's doing terrific here," Hill
said. She expects sales to increase
again around Christmas.
Other books that are going to
be on sale at the Bookfest arc Our
Kentucky; Eastern Kentucky University: Then and Now;
Kentucky's Road to Statehood and
the new book by John Mack

62 V-/VM

-ze6*AEi •r'AfoT© "Jj

Single White
EMr. Baseball Female SisterAct S*^fy
7:00
?f°
7:15
9:15
Sat & Sun bat & bun Sat & Sun Sat & Sun
4:0 9:00
1:30-7:00
°1:45-7:15 4:15-9:15
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Every Thursday
all students and
faculty with a
valid EKU I.D.
receive a 20%
discount off
regular price
services.

!!16NI

PlZlA CALL 623-0330
200 S Second St Richmond. KY
Minimum Delivery $4.25
SPECIAL MFDIUM
BACON DOUBLE
CHEESEBURGER PIZZA
623 0330
• ■p ••»

11-IS-W

Styling;
Richmond Mall

624-3501

623 0330

MON-FRI 9-8
SUN 12:30-6

SQT^RJC

"Kentucky's largest
Health a Fitness Corporation"

Semester Rates
Ends Soon

.^ Kids Playroom
*,

624-0100

Baked Spaghetti & Garlic Bread
$4.67
Garlic Bread
$1.42
Liter Drinks 90«
Frito-Lay Chips 71«
Pepsi, Mt Dew, Dr Penper, Diet Pepsi

With 2 toppings &
2 liters of Pepsi

$1222

(Not vjlrd with other nftfrtl

$6»4
623 0330
• KP«M

" - 15 -tt

$3.73
$2.12

'-

IS 1?

Present this coupon tot a
PIZZA SUB
SPECIAL
Pizza Sub, Garlic Bread.
& Liter Soft Drink

$467

(Not valid with other

A

Silver^ Star
MAIN STREET

• Super Circuit Training
•Reebok Step Aerobics
• Indoor Track
• 30 Aerobic Classes a Wet
•Free Weights
•Life Steps
•Diet Programs

$590

f Not valid wiih other oilers) *

& 1 LITER PEPSI

$3.11

Steak Hoagies
Salads

PARTY PIZZA
Extra Large 20"

■■rwpiwr&oni<>n<idd 75ea I

LARGE 14" PIZZA
with 2 TOPPINGS

Try our Hot 8" Pizza Sub;
Ham Sub; Sausage Sub &
Meatball Sub, each only

Prices DO NOT Include Sales Tax

SPECIAI

B-***SZ>

•Life Cycles

IK

1» »»-V<»«>i>»-<-X»

FAST FREE DELIVERY

i

Faraghcr "Daniel Boone: The Life
and Legend of an American Pioneer." Faraghcr will be coming to
Eastern to speak Nov. 19.
Also on display will be a reprint of a very rarcl820 engraving
of Daniel Boone by Chester
Harding and James O. Lewis. Details about how to purchase this
print will be available at the
Bookfest
Among those invited to appear
are John Klcber, editor of the Encyclopedia; Lowell Harrison, associate editor of the Encyclopedia
and author of Kentucky's Road to
Statehood; James Klottcr, director
of the Kentucky Historical Society
and associate editor of the Encyclopedia and Thomas D. Clark,
historian laureate of Kentucky.
Also, numerous past and
present Eastern faculty members,
including Fred Engle, Hank
Everman, Lavinia Kubiak, George
Robinson, William Ellis, Allen
Singleton, Paul Blanc hard and Hay
will be among those attending.
The public is welcome and the
event will include refreshments and
door prizes, including acopy of the
Encyclopedia.
For more information, contact
Hay at 622-2820.

j»MMMf»

tU-SOSS EKU By-Pma acnmfnm MB. Hm\

=-«D33ffl

11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Thursday, Nov. 12
Keen Johnson
Building

Nightly ^"^£%.
Metlnee
^^fcgfofc.
Sun. 3 p jn.
^Efc %jfe

compact discs
cassettes
posters
t-sl»irts

CI99? JCP«n.«y(

BOOKFEST

N<JW 0pen

629 Eastern By-Pass
(behind Roses)

Limited Tune Applies to Initiation Fee

Country
Dance
Lessons
o
Monday 9 p.m. -11 p.m.

Coyote
106.1 FM

624-8340-
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Reviewer goes ape over food at Bananas
By Christopher Kincer

Bananas Tavern

Staff writ«r

The large bar, televisions and lighthearted patrons at Bananas Tavern
make dining there an enjoyable experience.
Cheerful servers, spacious seating
areas, private booths and the largest
menu in town are definite reasons to
make this a favorite dining spot for
everyone.
The menu has, by far, the most
extensive selection my companion and
I have ever seen. Containing everything from salads to appetizers, burgers
to seafood, Mexican to Italian entrees.
Bananas menu had something fore ven
the pickiest of customers.

709 Big Hill Avenue
With over 300 items on the menu,
it was a real treat trying to figure out
what to have.
The appetizers on the Bananas
menu range from chicken wings
($4.50) and potato skins ($4.95) to
stuffed banana peppers ($4.95) and
alligator bites (S5.95).
We started out with a couple of
appetizers. First, we tried the stuffed
banana peppers, breathtakingly hot
peppers filled with provolone cheese
and wrapped in an egg roll. They are

then deep fried and served with
marinara sauce.
Next we tried the appetizer special, peel and eat shrimp ($13.95 per
pound). They were expertly prepared
large shrimp, cooked in a spicy broth
and served with a tasty cocktail sauce
which proved to be an exceptional
combination.
Choosing our entrees was another
difficult decision, but I settled on the
Kentucky hot brown ($6.95). four
pieces of toast loaded down with turkey,country ham, two types of cheese,
four pieces of bacon, tomato slices
and Parmesan cheese. It was phenomenal.
My companion ordered the lunch
special, prime rib sandwich ($4.95). It

included a very thin slice of prime rib,
served open faced on a small bun with
Au jus on the side. The sandwich was
accompanied by a side of crispy, home
made potato chips and slaw. It was
cooked correctly and was surprisingly
tender.
For dessert, we split one of the
many tropical ice cream drinks, Anna
Banana ($4.50), a 16-ounce concoction of rum, frangelico and banana
liquor. It was a refreshing treat.
The service at Bananas was
friendly, casual and well-informed.
Our food was served correctly and
expediently. The bill, excluding tax,
drinks and tip, was a laughable $30.80.
Bananas is open Monday through
Saturday, from 8 a.m. to 12 a.m.

I
I
I
I
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Shampoo, Haircut, Styles

Special $14
Expires 11/30/92
Walk-Ins-Welcome

Not valid without coupon

'Uprising' reggae coming to Bubble's
By Jerry Pennington
Arts editor

If you didn't get to catch the last
reggae band at Bubble's Cat Club,
now is your chance to see what you
missed.
Uprising, a Baltimore-based
reggae band originally from Trinidad
in the West Indies, will appear at 9
p.m. tonight at Bubble's.
The band takes its name from a
song written by the late reggae great
Bob Marley.
Uprising is distinguished by its
high energy performances. They incorporate original compositions with
exciting renditions of well-known
reggae songs by Marley, Peter Tosh,
Black Chum, Steel Pulse and several
others.
Maryland Musician Magazine has
consistently voted Uprising as the top
reggae band four times in its annual
readers' poll.

They most recently received this
award in September of 1991 and September of 1990.
In 1985, Uprising won the Reggae
Festival Competition in Baltimore, and
performed an original song, "Free Jah
Children," in the Smithsonian
Institute's Caribbean Festival Exhibition.
The seven-piece band has been
together since 1982, and released its
debut album 'Temptation Fire" in
1990.
The album contains a mixture of
Uprising's original songs as well as a
few cover tunes.
Uprising has performed as the
opening act for national groups such
as Burning Spear, Eek-a-Mouse, The
Itals, the Wailers and Jimmy Cliff.
Photo submitted
According to a band press release,
"Uprising's collection of original Uprising, a seven-piece reggae band from Baltimore, will bring
music reflects a high-spirited, poetic, their spirited music to Bubble's Cat Club tonight.
cultural vibe with a deep sense of
spiritual awareness."

BABY PAN! PAN! •
and a single 32 oz. Soft Drink
With the purchase of a Baby Pan! Pan! and a single
32 oz. soft drink at the regular price.
Please request free Baby Pan! Pan! and drink when
ordering. Not valid with any other coupon offers.
EXPIRES 11-12-92

Little Caesars

«>1992 Little Caesar Enterprises, Inc.

TB5

VALUABLE COUPON

Lucy's
Attractions
|Now Open

MOTHER'S
COIN LAUNDRY
Shopper's VUlage/EKU By-Pass
Behind Rally's
623-4014

1L
The Association of Law
Enforcement Meeting

Ladtaa' App, ■rol

Jewalry

^

AccaMorlaa

CHECK OUT OUR
Drop-off and Ironing Services!

Ladies' Sportsws ar
Hours:

I
1 FREE Wash
.
•
or
•
•$2 OFF Drop-Off Service •
•

Exp.: 11-12-92

*

ONE COUPON PER VISIT PLEASE

We Honor Competitors Coupons

Monday thru Saturday

| 130 North Second Street

Kelly's

FRUIT MARKET
FANCY FRUITS & FRESH VEGETABLES

brought in daily!

m

Some People Are Just
Too White.r^.^gjgr

; FREE!

for $22
THRIFTY DUTCHMAN

Richmond Church Directory
To run your ad in the church directory call Darren at 622-1872.
The United Methodist Campus Center
(Wesley Foundation) ^

2

COUPON
Deluxe
Seafood
PUtter

$y-99

4

Oat coapo pet cmtoan Not
good wiib any OUVT ocapoo or
dxoni offer Eiram II/I2A2
1059 hn Ro«J. Kicnnond. KY EKU

$ooo
OFF

One coupon prr oiiiomn NM
good wtlh toy oUrt coapoo or
dMcoaol offer lUpun II/I2/V2
1055 Bern Bo«d. Kiclmond. KY EKU

iTp

COUPON

if

il
I

Any
Complete
Dinner

i

i
i

IJs

$100

1

OFF

One coupon pn caMonvr Nol
.V'-'/..
good with any oihn coupon or
^ Iv
dxcowloffef Eipimll/l2/°2
IJs
l059iernRo.dRiclmond.KY EKU

Jumbo Fish Dinner
4 pieces of fish, fries,
slaw and three hushpuppies

J

$y|89

4

Unitarian Universalist Fellowship of
Madison County
Stuart Tobin, president
623-5673
620 Main Street
Richmond Women's Club: Parish Avc. Entrance
Service: Sunday 10:30 a.m.
» We do not have the answers, but
we DO have the questions!
You may be Unitarian and not know it.

713 West Main SL
623-8535
Van leaves the Daniel
Boone statue 1S min.
before each service

EPISCOPAL CANTERBURY FELLOWSHIP
CATHOLIC NEWMAN CENTER

BTU, Sun. 5:30 p.m.
Wed. Bible study 7 p.m.

aaa-asassssssssa

405 University Drive
Rev. Arthur Conaway Minister
Tuesday, 8 p.m. Holy Communion
Home phone: 624-2430

Wednesday
Bible study - 7 p.m.

United Apostolic
Lighthouse
Church

St. John «:12, «:5

(comer of Francis St.)

Rev. Robert R. Blythe, Pastor
Office - 624-2045

Sunday
Bible Study - 10 ajn.
Worship - 10:45 a.m
Evening Worship - 6 p.m.

Sponsors of the Colonels
for Christ
2nd & 4th Thursdays. 8:30 p.m.
Powell Building. Room D

Everyone
Welcome
623-6846

First Baptist Church

Sun. School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 a.m.

Seafood
Feast

RICHMOND CHURCH OF CHRIST

Corner of Kit Carson and University Drive
Welcomes you to:

Murk Girard,
Minister

Flfb. •hximp
or Chicken
With trie*
and huthpupplesOo. ooapoa p» cMoom Noi
l^SV10^
toodwith MIT o*hrt coipoeol
I I~V. J
Hco» offct. EJVUM 11/12/92
\. L»y
1059 km Roel HKiBXlxl KY BKU

Eastern By-Pass 623-8815

Expiration: 11/12/92

•Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
•Thursday At Wesley 6-8 p.m.
(Meal, Bible Study, Devotions
•Dlsclpleshlp Groups
•Fellowship

COUPON

$025

nn

Exp. 11/15/92

1 LB BANANAS •
with any purchase! .

COUPON

Everyone Welcome!

Located on the corner of Lancaster and the EKU Bypass

t

Fish, Shrimp, & Seafood Crab Cakes

10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Iio'r Student Discount 1
624-9677

SEAFOOD

Seafood Sampler vO 99

Guest Speaker
U.S. Marshall
Nov. 12 at 5 p.m.
Stratton Building Room 457

14W East Main Street
Richmond. KY 4u4/5
Pastor A Q Pottls
For Mote Information
Phone 623-4390

St. Matthew 5:14
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Flight team has high hopes for future
ROTC alumni
gather for reunion
By Angie Hatton

ActivitiM adltor

By Marsha Taylor

Weekend Schedule

Staff writer
At this Saturday's home football game, fans may be surprised
when paratroopers take a big leap
from helicopters onto the field before the game.
The paratroopers are part of a
celebration hosted by Eastern's
ROTC department and are one of
several events planned for this
weekend, the department's third
alumni reunion.
The weekend will reunite university ROTC alumni and and will
also serve as a time for them to
celebrate Veterans Day, said Captain Roland Can no, public affairs
officer for ROTC,
Carino said the celebration is
in recognition of all veterans and
for ROTC alumni at the same time.
t "This is our contribution for
veterans, and since Veteran's Day
is Wednesday, it's our opportunity to roll it all up into one celebration,'' he said.
Veterans of al 1 wars have been
invited to participate in the
weekend's events.
The celebration will get underway tomorrow with a golf
scramble scheduled for 1 p.m. at
Arlington.
Those veterans participating
in the golf scramble will be paired
into teams to play against each
other.
A reception for the veterans
will also lake place at Arlington at
7 tomorrow evening.
Saturday will start a whole
new round of celebration as the
101st Air Assault Parachute team

Friday
1 p.m. - golf scramble
7 p.m. - reception at Arlington
8 p.m. - dinner

Saturday
9:45 a.m.
11 a.m.
11 30 a.m.
1 15 p.m.
Half time

- ptanetariumshow
- facility tour
- tailgate lunch
- parachute drop
-Fife and Drum
Corps Exhibit

from Fort Bragg, N.C. will make
its entrance.
All :15p.m. the parachute team
will drop onto the football Field,
providing the weather is clear, with
one of the paratroopers carrying
the game ball. That paratrooper
wiU give the ball to a referee, and
the kick-off will begin.
The celebration will wrap up
as the 3rd U.S. Infantry Fife and
Drum Corps will perform during
half lime.
The corps is based in Washington, D.C. and is responsible for
playing at presidential inaugurations, also sometimes serving as a
personal escort for the president of
the United States.
Carino said the department has
spent a lot of money to have the
Fife and Drum Corps appear, and
he hopes to have active participation from alumni.
In case of rain on game day, the
Fife and Drum Corps will perform
inside Alumni Coliseum.

Eastern students took to the sky
in St. Louis, two weeks ago and
brought Five medals back down.
The students were members of
Eastern's flight team and were competing in a regional flight competition against seven other schools for a
total of 160 competitors.
Twelve aviation majors made up
the team, two of whom were women
The team represented the aviation program, which has only been
organized at Eastern for a year.
Team captain Dave Tzounakis
said they compete in the toughest
region against schools such as Purdue,
The University of Illinois, and the
University of Missouri at St Louis.
He expects the team to do much better after the program has been established for a while.
"We didn't get any First place
awards, but we did really well con
sidering our competition," Tzounakis
said.
Although they weren't among the
top three schools which will goon to
the national competition next month
at Embry Riddle University in
Florida, the team did place in the top
10 in seven of the 10 events.
They competed in events such as
air and ground navigation, which involved plotting courses using maps
correctly, predicting times and passing over certain checkpoints in the
flight path.
They also competed in accuracy
landing events, aircraft recognition,
flight computer competitions, preflight and the message drop competition.
The message drop involved flying down the runway at 200 feet and
dropping a wooden board with a

«SUBUJfW"
On the Corner of Third and Water

Buy a 6" Sub, Medium
Drink, and Chips
and get 20% Off.
Good Saturday November 7, 1992 Only.

We Deliver

624-9241

Photo tubmittsd

Flight team member* Katharine Reynolds
and Bob Holmes sit In the cockpit and
streamer attached to it onto a target.
Eastern's team called the board a
"bomb."
Eight of the 12 members are pilots certified by the Federal Aviation
Association, six with private licenses
and two with commercial licenses,
which enable them to receive payment for flying a plane.
The other fourhave not yet received licenses.
Money is the biggest problem
aviation majors face. Tzounakis and

prepare tor the massage drop event In the
regional flight team competition In St. Louis.

another member each spent over
S 1,000 just to send the team to St.
Louis.
Tzounakis said that while other
schools provide thousands of dollars
to their flight teams. Eastern only
provided about $250 for the competition, which barely covered the hotel
bill.
Joe Madden, president of Alpha
Eta Rho, the aviation organization,
said it costs about $2,000 to take
classes and earn a private license.

The highest cost is for renting
aircraft to train in.
The flight team starts training for
the yearly regional competition in the
early fall and they train twice a week
until competition time.
A few of the aviation majors in
Eastern's program, including
Tzounakis and club vice president
Bob Holmes, transferred from the
University of Kentucky when Eastem began offering the aviation major
in the spring.

The price of new
clothing is no laughing
matter So why let the
Three Stooges care for
your expensive clothes
when you can take them
to the professionals at
Jack's Cleaners?

JACK'S CLEANERS
623-6244

205 Water St.
623-6244

1

210 St. George St.
624-4268

1088 Barnes Mill Rd
7 a.m. - 7 p.m.
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Progress photo by IOHN HOWARD

KAs Jason Roberts, standing, and (from left to right), Stave
Kallnyak, Anon Bogga and Greg Craft raise money for MDA.

Celebrities abducted,
forced to raise money
By Angle Hatton
Activities editor

Local personalities were kidnapped en masse last Wednesday and
taken via limousine to jail.
The "jail" was an empty store in
the Richmond Mall and (he kidnappers were members of Kappa Alpha
fraternity.
Those abducted included Bruce
Agee from WEKY Radio Station, and
Robert Come lson from Bank 1 among
others.
Each person kidnapped was expected to make phone calls and solicit
money from friends to raise their bail
The average bail was set at about
$250 all of which was donated lo the
Muscular Dystrophy Association, the
fraternity's philanthropy.
Kappa Arpha has donated to MDA
a total of about $3,600, including the
proceeds of this event. They raised
$1,200 with a Labor Day .telethon.

About $1,500 was raised at the
lock-up with approximately $150 being donated by passers-by in a bucket
outside the store.
Members of the fraternity also
raised money by calling their family
members for pledges.
Phones were donated by Cellular 1
while local businesses donated food
for the prisoners and the passers-by.
Donations came from, among others. Super 1, Gold Star Chili, Con venient. Papa John's and Subway, which
donated a 3-foot sub sandwich.
The limousines were donated by
Pro Image of Richmond.
The prisoners were shown movies
such as Escape From Alcatraz during
their sentences and some fraternity
members wore prisoner costumes.
"This was the first time we had
tried this, so we're pleased with the
results and I think we'll do better next
year," said Kevin Kuhn, MDA chairman for the fraternity.

The Aviation Organization,
Alpha Eta Rho, will be having meetings avary Thursday at 4:30 in the
Stratton Building, Room 247.
The EKU Cheae Club meets
every Wednesday from 7 to 10
p.m. in Conference Room B of the
Powell Building.
Fellowship of Christian
Athletes will be holding meetings
Thursdays at 9 p.m. In Wallace
447. Everyone is welcome.
Golden Kay Honor Society
will sponsor a 5K run/walk called
The Turkey Trot"at8:30am. Nov.
21. Wheelchair division will start at
8a.m. Admission is $8 if registered
before Nov. S, and $10 for late
registration on the day of the race.
Applications may be picked up at
the Student Activities Office and at
various businesses around
Richmond. Participants receive a
free t shirt. Men's and Women's
1 st through 3rd place winners will
receive trophies and 1st place
winners will receive turkeys.
Proceeds will go to United Way.
The Chess Club will hold
meetings from 7-9 p.m. every
Wednesday in Conference Room
B of the Powell Building.
The Recreation Club will be
presented a check from the
Richmond Parks and Recreation
Department at their meeting at 4:15
p.m. today in Room 400 of the
Begley Building.»
The Philosophy Club presents
"Spinoza's Technology," a lecture
by graduating philosophy major
Vonda Toll i ver at 7:30 p.m. Nov. 12
in the Clark Room of the Wallace
Building.

Churches
Christian Student Fellowship
holds Sunday School every
Sunday at 9:30 am in Bumam
Lobby. Free refreshments and
transportation
to
Church
afterward are provided. Call 2759
for more information.

The Christian Student
Fellowship will meet every
Wednesday at 7 p.m. at the Daniel
Boone Statue. Free fun, food, and
fellowship. Non-denominational.
Everyone welcome.
Students for Christ sponsor
Bible study. For information on
informal small group studies call
1717 or 623-7283.

GUYS CUTS
$9
GIRLS WET CUT
$9
GIRLS CUT & STYLE $15

With Student I.D.
112 ST. GEORGE ST

Announcements
The psychology clinic is offering
a support group called living with
IOSS" for students who have
experienced the loss of a loved
one. Those interested can call 2356
for more information.
The Interns t tone I Banquet will
be held at 6:30 p.m. Nov. 14 in the
Keen Johnson Ballroom. Tickets
are available Oct. 19 - Nov. 7 at the
International Office. Keith 140. The
cost is $6 tor students and $7 tor
non-students.
The International Office, Keith
140, is selling tickets for the
International Banquet through
Nov. 9. The banquet will be held at
6:30 p.m. Nov. 14 in the Keen
Johnson Ballroom. Tickets are $6
for students, $7 for others.
"Spike-feat", a free coed
volleyball tournament sponsored by
Intramurals will beat 6p.m Nov 10
in the Weaver Gym. For information,
call Eric Armstrong at 1244.
A Yoga workshop will be held
from 6-8 p.m. Nov. 9 in the Weaver
Dance Studio. Cost is $12 lor
students and $15 for others.
Register with Marianne McAdam at
622-1901 by Nov. 6.
A Country Western/Ballroom
Dance will be held from 8-11 p.m.
Nov. 13 in the Weaver Gym. The
cost is $3 for students and $5 for
non-students.
The Richmond Mall and
Eastern's TCF 339 class are
presenting a fashion show called
"Holiday Style" at 7:30 p.m. Nov. 12
in the mall's center court.
An organization caNed "bite of
the apple" is compiling an
anthology of writings and drawings
by survivors of rape and sexual
abuse. Send submissions no later
than March 31.1993. to Anthology,
c/o bite of the apple. P.O. Box
81724. Lincoln, NE 68501 -1724 Call
(402) 783-2288 or (404) 474-3148
tor details.
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623-3651

ACROSS FROM RECORDSMITH

iits-r-Us
20'r oil
623-0011
Mi ii

v.i

|n ni '

n

ATHERS

Flower Shop

1/2 Dozen Roses
Arranged in a Vase.

$11.95
(With coupon. Cash and carry only.)
630 Big Hill Avenue

• 'Phi lift hi * HttawiiiH
I'RFSENTS

HEAVYWEIGHT SWEAT WITH SET-IN SLEEVE!

HOLLYWOOD'S HOTTCST BODIES

AVAILABLE IN SMALL to XL IN:
Navy, Ash Grey, Black, Pink, Red, White, Royal
4 COLORS TOTAL IMPRINTS
50 SHIRT MINIMUM
\>

$12

includes ALL screens and set-up!

„o

linkspot

rustnm
nrintfd
■»■ sportswear
snort si near
custom printed
t-shirts sweats caps 606-624-3636

The inkspot...WERE JUST BETTER;

'THE SEXIEST MALE DANCE SHOW IN AMERICA'
THIS SHOW IS A GUARANTEED SELLOUT, SO BUYTICKETS IN ADVANCE
QUANTITY IS LIMITED.

18 & Over Welcome

Admission: $5 Advanced

At The Zoo

$7 Day of the Show

November 16,1992 at 8 p.m.

We're looking for seniors who like
working with all kinds of hardware.
Careers in data processing, accounting, actuarial, and auditing at State Farm.
At State Farm, we understand the concept of "work!' Believe it or not, we also understand the concept of "play!'
That's because we don't think you can be really outstanding at the first without having an appreciation
for the second. Which is exactly why a career at State Farm in Bloomington could be the ideal place for you.
You'll work for one of the country's most respected companies on the most advanced computer
equipment in the industry. You'll be challenged and stimulated. You'll be rewarded with excellent pay and
benefits. You'll make your classmates very envious.
What's more, you'll also have time to appreciate the finer things in life. That's because Bloomington
isn't just a great place to start a career, it's a great place to live, to enjoy, to start a family (if, indeed, you're
ready to start thinking about that). In addition to the community's pleasant neighborhoods, inviting parks,
and other recreational facilities, you'll find two universities that oiler a host of cultural and social activities to
take advantage of.
If you're a senior with a math, accounting, data processing,
STATI 1*1"
or computer science background, come talk to us at your college
placement office. We're looking for people who are motivated and
outgoing. People who enjoy challenges on the job — and away
INSUUNCI
from it. After all, you're not just looking for a great job. You're
looking for a great way of life.
llumrOOMTs UkmnnnRliHi. Illmiis \ii«[ualiipp<«1unit> rmpkuTT

State Farm
Insurance
Companies

66
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Ted Schultz

Life in the
Fast Lane

UK hype
has media
jumping on
bandwagon
LEXINGTON - It's 10:30 p.m.
Saturday. Thousands of people, many
dressed in Halloween costumes, line
the streets surrounding Memorial
Coliseum in hopes of being among the
first this season to see their favorite
team in action.
It's now 11:15 p.m. Most of the
10,000 scats in Memorial Coliseum
have been filled. Underneath the seats,
hordes of media personnel arc gathered
around Jamal Mashburn, while celebrated newcomers Rodrick Rhodes,
Rodney Dent and Tony Dclk arc also
being interviewed in the hallway
outside their lockcrroom.
It's 11.50 p.m. Cm cue from the
cheerleaders, fans on one side of the
Coliseum yell "BLUE," while fans on
the other side (with help from printed
signs) yell "WHITE." Fans dressed as
Rick Pitino and Jamal Mashburn lose a
crowd-voted costume contest to a little
girl in a wilche's outfit.
It's 12:10 a.m. Sunday, 10 minutes
after the "Madness" was supposed to
begin. One after another, players make
their way down aisles in the lower
portion of the coliseum and onto the
floor. Rick Pitino addresses the crowd,
promising another exciting season.
Welcome to "Big Boo Madness."
And welcome to University of
Kentucky basketball, the most overrated, overexposed and overhyped
college sports program outside of South
Bend, Ind.
How overhyped is this program?
It's so overhyped that fans stood
outside Memorial Coliseum as early as
Friday morning to see the 'Cats for less
than an hour nearly two days later.
It's so overhyped that even Sports
Illustrated jumped on the bandwagon. SI took a team that is fifth at best, and
chose it the preseason No. I team in
college basketball.
It's so overhyped that SI put
Mashburn on the cover of its College
Basketball Special. At any other
school, without all the hype, Mashburn
would be just another good player.
The "Madness" began with a freethrow shooting contest between the
'Cats best (Travis Ford) and worst
(Andre Riddick) free-throw shooters.
Pitino instructed the crowd to cross
their fingers above their heads, do a
"double tomahawk chop" and shout
"WOOSH" on a made free-throw.
The sound "CLANK," however,
was heard about as often. Ford, an 80
percent shooter last season, went 3-4.
while Riddick, a 26 percent shooter,
was 2-4.
Next came a three-point shooting
contest, featuring guards Dale Brown,
Ford, Chris Harrison and Junior
Braddy. Instead of hearing "THREE
from the crowd." the prevailing sound
was "DOINK."
The most exciting part of the
evening was the "Slam Dunk Contest."
Mashburn. Dent, Gimel Martinez and
all but one 'Cat all missed makeable
dunks ("THUD"), leaving Brown as the
winner by default.
CLANK. DOINK. THUD. An
impressive beginning for a No. 1 team.
■ One of the more notable absentees
from "Big Boo Madness" was at
Eastern's football game against
Tennessee State Saturday afternoon.
Cawood Lcdford, the voice of the
Wildcats for 39 years, was attending
his first Eastern game ever.
ledford, who retired after last
season, sat in the president's box with
1973 Eastern graduate Butch Bradley,
now a banker in Prestonsburg. He said
he misses calling UK games.
"After 40 years, I knew I would,"
Lcdford said. "It didn't matter when I
(retired), I knew I would."
Lcdford said he is currently trying
to sell his company, Cawood Lcdford
Productions. He wasn't interested in
seeing "Big Boo Maddness"
"I'd rather go when they're really
practicing; not when they're dunking
and all that," Lcdford said.
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Ted Schultz, editor

Lady Colonel runners perfect in OVC
Nganga, Clements defend OVC titles,
lead men, women to conference crowns
By Ted Schultz
Sports editor

Three years ago, Eastern's men's cross
country team took the top six places, scoring
the minimum IS points in the Ohio Valley
Conference Championships at Tennessee Tech.
Saturday morning. Eastern's women did
just a little bit better. Not only did the Lady
Colonels score 15 points in the OVC meet,
their seven runners (the top five count toward
team scoring) finished 1 -7, the equivalent of a
perfect game in baseball.
"I thought that was a possibility," Eastern
Coach Rick Erdmann said. "I told them the
night before that they could. We had run relatively close together at our invitational (Oct.
16), so I thought we could do it."
John Nganga and Amy Clements defended
their individual championships, establishing
new course records to lead Eastern's men's
ana
women s team to a sweep oi
meuvi.
and women's
of the
OVC
championships. The title was the fourth in a
row for the men and the 11th in a row for the

women, the most by any team in any sport in
OVC history.
"I think intimidation was a little bit of a
factor," Erdmann said. "Our girls have won so
often that it's going to take a real good group
of girls with a real positive attitude to beat us."
Clements, a junior from Erlanger, covered
the5,OOOmeier(3.1mile)course in 18:25. She
went wire-to-wire, leading from start to finish
on the Par 3 Golf Course at Fort Campbell, the
home course of Austin Peay.
"She set the tone," Erdmann said. "Amy
Clements is just one of those girls, if you're
going to beat her, you've got to pay the price.
She went out and was aggressive right from
the beginning, which is kind of her nature."
Freshmen Sunshine Wilson (18:38) and
Michelle Price (18:44) finished second and
third, respectively. Sophomore Tracy Bunce
was fourth (18:45), while seniors Tess Woods
(19:11), Stcph Chancy (19:21) and Robin
Webb
ncoo (19:28)
\vr.t*) took
UXJK fifth
IIIUI through
uuuugn seventh.
scvcnui.
"We have depth and I think it shows,"
Erdmann said. "Our girls have to realize they

Nganga

Clamants

have an opportunity (to qualify for the NCAA
championships)."
The men's and women's victories qualify
them for the District III championships next
Saturday at Greenville, S.C. The lop three
teams qualify for the NCAA meet.
"We're shooting for the Top 10 and
higher," Erdmann said. "We'll do well against
the schools that we should beat, but when you
get to the SEC and the ACC. it's another
ballgame. I would hope the girls keep focused
from here to the District meet and shoot for a
good performance there."
The men's team scored 23 points, well
ahead of second-place Southeast Missouri,
who
wnonau
had 58.
JO.r.aMcmpiaucu
Eastern placed five
nvcrunnciMiiuic
runners in the
Top 10 to run away with the title.
Nganga, a sophomore from Nauuru,

Kenya, cruised to victory in the men's race,
covering the 8,000 meter (5 mile) course in
25:25. Senior Tim Menoher passed Chris
Barragar of Murray State jus t before the finish
line to take second in 26:01.
Freshmen Josh Colvin (26:18). Ken
O'Shea (26:45) and Brandon G ay heart (27:04).
finished fourth, sixth and 10th, respectively.
Junior Chris Harvey, normally the Colonels'
No. 3 runner, was 13th (27:18) and sophomore
Jamie West finished 21st (28:03)
"One of the real bright spots, I thought,
was Brandon Gay heart," Erdmann said. "He
really hadn't been a contributing factor and he
really ran well from a competitive standpoint.
Josh Col vin and Ken O'Shea and Gey heart, all
three freshmen, ran extremely well."
Nganga (thigh), Menoher (hip), Harvey
(sprained ankle). O'Shea (groin) and West
(stress fracture) are nursing injuries. Erdmann
had some doubt as to if they could even run.
"Considering our situation with injuries
and everything, we were pleased to win the
men." Erdmann said. "Some of the guys, I
thought ran great."
Nganga and Clements were named the
1992
OVC men'sand
MVP's.
iy*^«_/vv_
men sanu women's
women sm
» r a.,All of
the runners who finished in the top !seven
earned first-team All-OVC honors.

Thomas surpasses 5,000 mark in 49-28 win
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It was a scary Halloween at Roy Kidd
Stadium for Tennessee State Saturday, as Eastem ended a three-game Tiger winning streak
with a 49-28 beating.
Markus Thomas sparked the Colonel offense with two first-quarter touchdowns and
196 rushing yards. He went over 5,000 yards
for his career and 1,000 for the season for the
third time in his career.
"Our offense controlled the first half and I
thought Markus did a great job," Eastern coach
Roy Kidd said. "Our offensive line did a better
job too. They're more experienced now and
are improving game-to-game."
Eastern' s offense racked up 501 total yards
against the Tigers, but it wasn't all Thomas.
Fullback Carlo Stallings took over for
Thomas in the second quarter, catching a 19yard touchdown pass from Joey Crenshaw,
and breaking away for a 52-yard scoring run.
"Carlo ran and blocked really well," Kidd
said. "We had practices all week, especially
on offense, and felt like we were mentally
ready to play."
Dwayne Woods caught a 7-yard touchdown pass just before halftime, and Bryan
Dickerson and Mike Penman rushed for touchdowns in the second half.
Despite 489 total Tennessee Slate yards,
the Colonel defense held the Tigers scoreless
in the first half TSU outscored Eastern 28-14
in the second half to keep things interesting.
"Being up 35-0 at the half, it was hard to
keep our intensity," Kidd said. "Our defense
Progress photo fry BOBBI JO SHIELDS made some very big plays for us, especially in
Freshman Carlo Stalllngs laaves Tennessee State defenders In his wake Saturday an route to some of his 72 rushing yards. that first half."

Murray next in line in playoff drive
By Ted Schultz
Sports editor

When Eastern walked off the field Saturday after
its 49-28 win over Tennessee State, two things were
virtually assured.
First, the Colonels were guaranteed their 20th
consecutive winning season, the longest current streak
in Division I-AA.
Second, Eastern all but wrapped up a berth in the
I-AA playoffs for the seventh straight year. Granted,
the Colonels need to win their final three games, but
the combined record of those three teams is 6-19.
"If we play like we did Saturday, we should (win
all three)," Eastern Coach Roy Kidd said. "If we can
continue to play like that, I'd say we have a great
chance of doing it."
Foremost in Eastern's mind this week, however, is
not the playoffs. The Colonels' attention will be directed toward Murray State. The 2-6 Racers will be in
town Saturday for a 1:30 p.m. kickoff at Roy Kidd
Stadium.
"This game scares me more than last week because
you're scared of amenta! letdown," Kidd said. "You're
scared of looking at comparative scores and saying
'we should beat them,' and then you're not ready to
play. That's why you see upsets every week."
Murray comes into Saturday's game with the
George Bush of football, lame-duck Coach Mike
Mahoney. After the Racers lost to previously winlcss
Morehead 31 -7 last week, Mahoney announced his

resignation, effective at the end of the season.
Although Murray has been outgained by just 10
yards a game (225-215), it has been outscored by a 2915 margin.
Quarterback Trcmain Lewis is the engineer of
Murray's option attack. Lewis has completed only 45
passes in 125 attempts (36 percent) for 796 yards, but is
the second-leading rusher with 282 yards. Lewis has
more rushing touchdowns (three) than passing (two).
"They like to run the option," Kidd said. "Lewis is
a good option quarterback. I'd say, after looking at our
video, I'm sure we'd encourage them to throw the ball."
Kidd said Murray lines up offensively in some of
the same formations as Georgia Southern. On defense,
he said there's no telling what they may do.
"Defensively, they never show you hardly the same
front," Kidd said. "They give you different alignments,
different stunts and their linemen go different directions. They try to confuse your blocking assignments."
Eastern should have linebacker Andrew Nettles
and defensive end Ted McGonigle back from injuries
this week. Only wide receiver/kick returner Kenny
McCollum and comerback Sean Little are expected to
miss Saturday's game.
■ Eastern moved up one spot in the Division I-AA
rankings for the second straight week. They are now
ranked 15th in this week's NCAA Committee Poll. The
Colonels are also 11th in The Sports Network Poll.
■ With 196 yards Saturday, Markus Thomas went
over the 5,000-yard mark for his career and the 1,000yard mark for the season for the third time in his career.

Murray State at Eastern Kentucky
Game tlma: 1 30 p.m. Saturday, Roy Kidd Stadium.
Records: Eastern Kentucky 6-2 (4-1, OVC), Murray State 2-6 (1-5. OVC).
Series record: Eastern Kentucky 28. Murray State 19.
What to watch for: Murray State, under lame-duck Coach Mike Mahoney, has lost three straight
games by a combined score of 79-21. The Racers always seem to play Eastern tough, but haven't
beaten the Colonels since winning back-to-back contests in '85 and '86 at Murray
Eastern appears to be clicking on all cylinders on their way to another playoff berth. The
Colonels offense has amassed 952 yards the last two weeks. Overcorrtidence, not Murray State,
will be Eastern's major obstacle this week and for the rest of the season.
Ted's prediction: Eastern 41, Murray State 0
_
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SCOREBOARD
compiled by Scott Rohrer

WEEK ATA GLANCE

Friday Nov. 6

10. Mortay. BaW 9

Saturday Nov. 7
FeeeaeJI- Murray SUM 130 p.m.
ViOiaaaO-alTinn
Tech.S pin.

FOOTBALL
Tannaaaaa Tech
Eaatam Kantueky

Soutieeat Maaourl
Murray MM

n

Firan
YardiruaNng
Vawwnaaamg
TeMyanlt
Irnarcepeona Tumovan
Paftariaa*yafds
Timeofi

7 p.m.

M

e-2

5-1
4-1

e-2
e-2

3-2
2-3
2-4
2-4

3-5
2-0
3-5
2-0

1-5
1-5

2-0
2-7

laa>am KawHufcy 45, Tinnaaan at. M
Ga. Soutiem 13, Matte Tannaaaaa 10
Boutwaal Maaourl 37, Tarmaaa
13
Mwenead San* 41. Austin Paay 34
Tirmiam Tech 36, Murray SUM 10
Murray BUM at Eaalam Kartfucky
Teneeeee.-Maran at Middle Tannaaaaa
Souttaoet Maaourl at Moranaad SUM

124
401

19
307
HI
601
0-1

2-2
7-71
36:17 21:43

WueMna-EKU: Thomaa 21-108. Panman 4-70,
Staling. 5-72. Dickeraon 4-23. Crenaha* 4-10.
Flahbae«2-4,Jonaa2-3.Kovactil-0;TSU: Devi*
20-72. Wada 11 -11. Jamison 1 -5. Garmany 3-0
■a ■■Ina-EKUCranshaar 0-14-iOS-O. JenaaOl-0^>; TSU: WaOe 23-41 332 2. Garmany 7 11
00-0.
WaeaMnt - EKU: MoCollum 2 So. Sudmgi 2
31. J. Thomaa 1-12. Wooda 1-7: TSU: Segiee7113. Hunter 042, Robinson 4-70, Jonaa 4 65,
Jamiaon 2-20. MoCoHam 3-21. Davis 2 15.
Taetdaa (liadira) - EKU: Jaokaon 14. F«
10: TSU: BatMa. Had 12.

VOLLEYBALL
OVC Al
12-1
11-2
10-4
0-6
7>S
4-0
4-10
3-10
0-11

Murray SUM
Southeast MSSOUN
MorehaedSUM
■aeta iKantu

Tannaaaaa Sana at Tannaaaaa Teeti

Eastern Kentucky 49
Tennessee State 28

Tech

14 21 014-49
0 0 14 14-20

EKU - Thomaa 23-yard run (Duffy look).
EKU - Thomaa 3-yard run (Duffy kick).
EKU - StaMnpa 10-yard paaa from Crenshaw
(Duffy kk*).
EKU - Staffing* 52-yard run (Duffy kick).
EKU - Wooda 7-yard paaaa from Crenshaw
(Duffy Mek).
TSU - Davis 2-yard run (Sarteh luck).
TSU - Davta 5-yard run (Sanah lock).
EKU-DKfceraon 11 -yard run (Duffy kick).

Tannaaaaa SUM

CROSSCOUNTRY

BUI

2M
17-7
15-16
0-10
10-10
0-17
0-10
10-16
4-17

Soutweat Maaourl
Eaatam Kentucky

161516
01210

Eastern Kentucky
Tannaaaaa-Mamn

151616
131213

(EKU waders tor mo maichea)
KMe - Federmann 20, Zekna 13.
Aealesa - Lean 40, QoMno 14.
r
Bsocfca - Federmann 17.
Mae-Oeterig 21. Federmann 11, Leath.Zelms

OVC Championships
■KU 23. Southaasi Maaourl SO. Moranaad
74. Murray SBM 107, Motto Tannaaaaa
156, Auaen Paay 103. Tannaaaaa Maran 220.
Tannaaaaa Saee 241.
SUM

1. John NQanQa
2.TmManoher
4. Joah Calvin
6. KanG-Shaa
10 Brandon Gayhaan
13 ChnaHarvay
21. Jarma Waal

2525
26:01
20:10
2045
27:04
27:10
20:03

IKU 16. Southeast Maaourl 70. Morehaed
Saw 101. Tannaaaaa Tech 102. Murray SUM
123, Auatn Paay 130. MVJdki Tannaaaaa 177.
Tannaaaaa SUM 206. Tannaaaaa-Mamn 20*.
1.
2
3.
4.
6.
0

Student Haircut

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

Aaaa - Oaolng 5, LaaBi 3

MCB).

Veaeyejaa-atTemeea
■ MKMM Urn

Eaaaam Kentucky
Tannaaaaa SUM

TSU - MM| 2-yard run (eerie* MM.
IKU - Panman 00-yard run (Dufty ■«*>•
TSU- Jonaa 13-yard pax from Wad* (Sarter)

Amy Clamantt
Sunshine Wleon
Menses Price
Tracy ounce
Tees wooda
Sleph Cheney

Sophomore John Nganga and
jorwr/k^nyCNKTMjntoattoWrahaxlnaw
course records in loading Eastern's
man's and woman's teams to OVC
champtonsh Ipa Saturday. Nganga won
tha man's title in 2525 and Clements
took tha women's race in 18:18.
Nganga and Clements wara also
named tha 1092 OVC MVP's and
wara tha OVC Runners of tha Week.
Both runners successfully defended
titles they won last season.

Regular $10
with coupon

$8
only with Theresa & Vanessa
623-2300

Expires 11/30/92

103 E. Main

czrr ^hscLaL —Jnank±. . .

1025
18:30
10:44
10:45
10:11
1M1
10-20

7.1

^
3*92e.

GOLF
Jamee Madison Invitational
(54-hola. ano-dey totals)

vfc-ao

Perm Si 001, Ohio 004. Temple 006. IKU.
Wright St. 000. Mdtte Term. 013. Army 015,
Radford 010. Appalachian St. Xavter 010. Dataware 022. Maryland. Youngaawn St 023. AueOn
Paay. Jama. Madiaon 824. George Mason 625.
F«ie^DK*mon,Loyoia627,George«own634.
American 060. Navy 081, Fkaoam OSS, VM 701.
0. (QMke Cahll
0. (t) Brad Fan
41.(0 Dean Marks
54. (t) Soon Zleamer
83. (t) Chris Yard

^\Jlc>e>4*-l£ Jot***, Jp e2*&e*2i~J~<-

y*

70-73-149
70-73-140
01-75-160
77-01 -150
00-75-103

Hamm's BP ^^
480 Eastern By-Pass

5*~* 2L, <&LJ<$

-/**

(AAA\

Com*ITRY.
^FTTLE

sr

RESTAURANT

Earn up to $130 a
month giving plasma g
at the
Campus Plasma
Center.
624-9814

We accept student checks! Credit cards welcome.
Visa, Mastercard, Discover, BP, BP Sonio, BP Boron, BP
Gulf.

Call us for your towing and road service
needs-24 hours a day.
Bring this coupon and receive a small Slush Puppie
FREE
_*vrr& _
_Gas_rjurchase_ of $8JX)_or morejequircd

292 South Second St.
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BETA Football

\

i

Nov. 14 & 15
Dr. William R. Isaacs

Dr. C. L. Davis

Optometrist

$35 per team

Optometrist

Dr. William T. Reynolds
. Optometrist
228 W. Main, Richmond Ky.

Call 623-3467

Insurance Welcome
Medical Cards
Credit Terms
Available

_

623-3358
Member of Kentucky Optotaetrfc
Aawciado|

Need to buy a gift?

All Brands of Contacts

So« ft Ssml-Sott
Bifocal »^,.»^.».
Contacts
—***•

Every Monday Night
at

O'Riley's Pub
custom

Main Street

MljriOhill foui'ifin (Joil&'JiUMt!

^oa#^gortswear

corner of first and main • richmond, ky • 624-2200
t-shirts • sweatshirts • caps • jackets • much more

■u. wa
■ r-

y*.,.

** NEW **

Coming
Monday, Nov. 9

'Eastern sportswear
and holiday sweatshirts
■■

i

Open Mon - Sat 8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

vmmmmim

irstTg&ZWtl

!

Mike Veneman
as seen on HBO Comic
Relief, the Showtime
Comedy Club Newtwork
andVHl Standup
Spotlight.

I
^
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Cox returns from pro stop in Germany
By Lanny Brannock
Contributing writer
Dreaming of playing professional basketball in
the United Stales is a formidable fantasy, since
there are no women's leagues in the nation. So
Angie Cox, a former second team All-American at
Eastern, look her game to Germany.
Cox now has a five-game professional career in
the books, having played in the German Cup Tournament for Lotus of Munich. She decided to go only
a week earlier, leaving from Atlanta Sept. 12 and
arriving in Munich after a 10- and -a- hal f hour flight.
"It was weird because I really didn't have time
to react (io going)," she said. "My professors were
real understanding and encouraging to let me go. If
it weren't for them, I wouldn't have gone."
When she arrived in Germany, Cox was given
a car, an apartment and the use of an interpreter for
the three weeks she was there.
"It was like an all expense paid vacation," she
said. "I never went anywhere by myself, though."
Cox, a two-time all Ohio Valley Conference
performer, was contacted through Eastern Assistant Coach Patty Jo Hedges-Ward. Ward, a former
University of Kentucky standout, had also played
professionally in Germany.
Although she was the shortest person in the
league at S foot 9, she didn't let it stop her from
putting up high numbers. She played all 40 minutes
of all five games, averaging 19 points, including 31
in the final game before injuring her knee. She said

the competition and style of play in Germany was
vastly different than in the U.S.
"It was a much quicker pace, and you don't
have to give the ball to the referee,' she said. "They
play by International rules, and it was a big joke
because I didn't know the rules. The first week, I
felt like I was lifting weights because the guys' ball
is a lot heavier, and having to shoot it farther back
was harder."
Since Cox doesn't speak German, communication was an obvious problem. This problem was
compounded because the Lotus of Munich coach
was Czecnoslovakian and did not speak any German either.
The coach spoke to an interpreter, who spoke in
German to the players, and occasionally in English
to Cox. Time-out talks were a tough task.
"I never knew what was going on during
timeouts," she said! "I just sat there and listened and
didn't know what they said. The interpreter would
speak in German to the players, and if we had lime,
they would tell me."
Although she was there for just three weeks.
Cox said she was ready io come home after two. She
said she has been asked to come back and play full
time, but is hesitant about making basketball her
career, especially since she is scheduled to graduate
with an occupational therapy degree in December.
"If they make me an offer that I can't resist,
maybe. But I am only keeping it as an option," she
said. "I have always wanted to play professionally,
and the money enhanced it. Playing there will pay
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386SX-33
$475.

itoaprairK-TiPKAnow*!

PCAI-O

386DX-40
$599.

These Systeaes !■
Sy rtesa Beard, UriUap Case, l MR BAM
I • I Ktybaard, MS-DOS i» er DR-DOS 6 e
II er l 44 Ktoppv, 2 Settil/l ParaBsVl Catse
I Yr. Warranty Partf A ]
Hard Drtve A Vide* OpUeaaJ

486DX-33
$985.

486SX-25
$645.
PC

SUSIBBS

Buyer's Guide For The Personal Computer

Be concerned with technology rather than apeed: The 80486 procesaor (the
BRAIN or your pc) is the latest technology available today. Buy as current
a technology as your budget will allow. One may not need the speed of in
80486 processor but you also don't want to buy a system that will be obsolete
in a year or two. Whst's hot today is obsolete tomorrow. Also buy a TRUE
80486 system. .Some vendors use a modified 80386 system board with aa
80486 procesaor. At PC' Systems we sell only TRUE 80486 computers.

Software
$99.'
Lotus v2.4
Lotus 123 Windows S129.'
S129.'
Lotus v3.1+
$135.*
WordPerfects.!
$49
Windows 3.1
Microsoft Works
U99i

File photo
Angle Cox, shown hem grabbing a rebound
during the Maroon-White scrimmage last
season, recently took her game to Germany.

• I ■■In. .iiion.il Restrictions Apply

for an internship I start in Florida in December."
Cox led Eastern to its first ever 20-win season
and an appearance in the OVC finals last year. She
has the most assists in school history (488) and is
fourth in scoring (1,425).

IBM VGA Color
Monitor .28dp

$159.00
While Supplies last

PC Systems Factory Computer Outlet
JA 618 histcTii Hy-Fass, t Iniversity ("enter Richmond, KY ^jfc
(M 606-624-5000 llours:9am-6pni Mon-Fri., I0am-4pm Sat. £1
.Senna r«u •" ""•" HtM.li. lupus. Slum. •■ I'.kii ltca.li. Ft Si Louo. MO. Richmond. KY
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PROGRESS
FOOTBALL PICKS
TSING TAO
FAST FOOD
CHINESE
ESTAURANT

taMUtpiir

^
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■V Town

Main St. Downtown
Monday

$4.25 all the draft you can
drink during the game.
Tuesday
Ladles' Night. Two for one
well drinks.
Wednesday Country Music Night.
95$ Longnecks.
Thursday
Bourbon and Coke $1.00
Friday
25<t Draft from 4 to 8 p.m.

YOUR HOME AWAY FROM HOME

300 West Main St.
Richmond

624-0133

Seagram's VO
Reguraly $13.15
NOW $10.50
Includes an Autographed
NFL Quarterback Glass
2. Boston College at Notre Dame

1. Vanderb.lt at Kentucky

I he Sun

Happy Hour 4 p.m. to 8 p.m.

Open 7 Days A Week

3. Washington at Arizona

COMPLETE AUI0 & SERVICE CENTER • COMPLETE AUTO & SERVICE CENTER

IRON WORKS FITNESS CENTER
Kentucky's Best Equipped Fitness Center
421 Big Hill Avenue

FALL SPECIAL

Mioppe

Tannins
Salon

MWIZE

VISA

Douglas Battery Sale
60 Month Bsttsriss
$34.95 ^'exchange

A Professional Health Club for Men and Women

Grow M, 2«F. J». 70. 74

AUTO PARTS A SERVICE CENTER
131 Big Hill (a*
Richmond

624-2990

J

$39.95

$49.95

$59.95

Group S8.6S.7S

Omni 670

Omni 6SO

CALL NOW!
623-7370
Offer Ends Soon!

Flush and Fill
310 E Main
(next to Central Liquor)
606-623-8110

NEW
SplitFire
Spark Plugs
Available

Bufee Changed Regularly

•SCA Wolfe System
•Air Conditioned Rooms
•Towel Service
•Within Walking Distance from E.K.U.
•Owened & Operated by Whitney D. Jones

Flush radiator A cooling system, check at
belts, hoses and water pumps. Refill with
up io 2 gallons ol anelreoze coolant Most
cart and light trucks

$0,488

24

Heavy Duty
Shock Absorbers

FRONT DISC BRAKES

$iA88

10

"»»taJI t«m pads, '•■grfe.c* rotor*. >apac«
•vhMl baanngt. miiail new groat* aaaJi add
oaaded Su-d tntpact aytiem and tomd tail
(Rabmi caiiper. and
^ «ft
A

! O88
jEr-Tssyv- $.**

Intmacon Ai tllhtl
Mo.l car. & hr/il Iruch.

$5 Off All Packages

IVIccs good thru 11-24-92

with valid student I.D.
expires 12/13/92

■ght vucai

AUI0 & bERVICE CENTER • COMPLETE AUTO & SERVICE CENTER

5. N.C. State at Virginia

4. Southern Cat at Stanford

CONTEST RULES

Dairy
Queen
Big Hill Avenue
Richmond. KY 40475

Chicken Strip Basket
ONLY $1.99

save 70*
WITH COUPON
—Not^oodjvith any^Ujer^iscoun^

I
I
I
I
I
I

We Treat You Right!
• U S Hi OH. Am 0 0 Corp Crjpyrignt 19»1 Am D Q Corp Mots . MM Primed «l U S A

7. San Francisco at Atlanta

49'

flron Works Fitness CenterTlron Works Fitness Center"]

j 2 Months FREE j
$18.50 a month

IL,

No cnroUmrnt fee
Witfi porchaat of a yrn

t Wppk Frpp
jl nCCKTICC
One per amoran
New pwroni only

6. Cincinnati at Chicago

FILL IN THIS ENTRY FORM

1. To participate: Study each of the advertiser's block on
NAME
this page. Note the game featured in the block and pick
ADDRESS
your winner. Write the name of the team you think will
PHONE
win with the advertiser's name featuring it in the numerical
order they are written. Use the convenient form below (No
TIE BREAKER
copies accepted).
2. Bring all the entries, by 4:30 p.m. Friday, to Room 117
Murray State at EKU
of the Donovan Annex (Down the hill from Alumni Parking
Total Points
Lot) Late entries not accepted.
3. First place prize is a merchandise certificate from one of
the advertiser's awarded to the person with the most correct GAM E WINNER
ADVERTISER
game predictions. If two or more people de for games
1.
1
correcdy predicted, the tie breaking game box will be used. 2.
(Guess total number of points in game)
3.
4. Only one entry per person per week. Contest will run
4.
4.
until Nov. 18. No purchase necessary.
5.
Reminder - The deadline is 4:30 p.m.
6.
6.
Friday after publication.
7.
7.

This Week's Winner is Ryan Clark. He Won Three Free Visits to The Sun Shoppe.
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